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Latest FBI Scandal
RocksWashington
denceW.
Despite efforts of Washington reporters to see it,
the recent FBI Inspector General’s report on the FBI
laboratory remains sealed. Its findings are believed to
confirm that the FBI lab is at fault in “evidentiary problems created by questionable forensic analysis at the
FBI laboratory, resulting in improper prosecutions”.
Dep. Atty Gen. Jamie S. Gorelick blamed the problems
at the lab on “poorly trained personnel and cramped
quarters” which resulted in “contamination
of evi-

f/1%/97EUSTACE C. MULLINS
Dear Rick,
Many thanks for sending me your legal papers. I
have spent quite a bit of time going over them, and my
conclusion is that you have not counterattacked where
your opponent is most vulnerable; that is, their standing to bring action against you. By standing I mean
their background, who they are and what they represent.
You are probably not aware that when Walter and
Lao Russell bought the Dooley estate, Swannanoa, they
knew no one here and faced many problems in moving
in. The person who made it possible for them to move
in and who worked with them was my father, Eustace
Mullins, Sr. After Walter died, I met with Lao a number of times; she seemed, without openly saying so,
receptive to my taking charge of the operation. However, I had so many other things going that it was not
possible for me to do so. Exit Lao. Now we have a
new crowd in control at the University of Science and
Philosophy. The question must be asked legally, who
are these people and how did they come to “own” this
valuable property?
They are not Walter and Lao
Russell, Your attorneys should request all transactions
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between them and the estates of Walter and Lao Russell
which placed them in command of this property. I know
a lawyer in Waynesboro, J.B. Yount III, who I believe
handled the legal details and cut himself into the action, for a fee, of course. This is probably your best
line of defense; challenge their standing to bring the
action against you. Otherwise you are a sitting duck
for the judge’s contempt citation and sentencing.
I will continue to study the situation and let you
know if I can come up with anything else. At the moment this seems to be your only course of action.
I enclose my latest article on the FBI; it is very
timely and should be applicable to the present situation, the Justice Dept. judges and FBI tailoring their
“evidence” to whatever results the ADL demands. One
of my best friends worked in the FBI lab; he was so
disgusted that when he retired, he walked out of the
FBI lab and never again during his lifetime came back
or communicated with anyone; he had been there forty
Years!!
Good luck on your hearing.
With very best regards,

297 pages
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Of Cirilltation
P.O. Box 1105
Staunton,
VA 24402.
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and handling,

add 1Oo/6)

C. Mullins

P.S. I just received the Feb. 11 issue of CONTACT
today; the Skolnick article on OJ is right on target.
This entire episode illustrates everything I have been
writing about for fifty years, how the ADL runs the
Justice Dept. for its own sinister purposes. OJ was an
ideal victim for them; even today he has not the slightest idea of what is going on.
l **
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FBI Scandal
Washington
EUSTACE C. MULLINS _

A front page story in the Washington Post, February 14, 1997, headlined problems at the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s world-famed laboratory in Was1 ington. The Post headline, “50 Cases Put in Jeopardy
by FBI Lab” included such current investigations as
the Oklahoma City bombing case. Attorneys for Timothy McVeigh now believe that FBI lab errors and misconduct in this case make it unlikely that the federal
government will ever be able to obtain a conviction.
Hundreds, and possibly thousands, of criminal cases
must now be reviewed, retried, and convictions overturned because of flagrant FBI altering of evidence and
withholding evidence from defendants’ lawyers in
criminal cases.

Because of alleged “contamination of evidence” in
the O.J. Simpson case, he was acquitted of two brutal
murders. Now federal courts face the nightmare of
reopening hundreds of important cases which had previously resulted in convictions. The Wushington Post,
Feb. 14, 1997, noted that “The question of potential
favoritism towards prosecutors in the FBI lab has been
an issue for years.” To put it bluntly, the FBI lab provides the crucial findings which result in convictions.
FBI agents, not scientists, head most major departments
at the FBI laboratory. In 1988 and 1992, in answer to
growing criticism of the results produced by the FBI
lab, reports came to the conclusion that the entire laboratory had to be relocated from FBI headquarters because of inadequate space and obsolete equipment.
Despite exaggerated claims that the FBI lab is the
“world’s preeminent crime investigating laboratory”,
the Post exposed the fact that this lab has never been
accredited by the national authority, the American Society of Crime Lab Directors. Accreditation has never
been possible because the FBI lab has rejected all external scrutiny for many years, pleading the excuse of
“national security”, which is the favorite phrase of the
FBI’s ingrown rat pack of insiders.
WHISTLEBLOWER

FIRED

The latest crisis in the FBI, coming hard on the
heels of an FBI agent arrested for espionage, and the
one thousand purloined FBI files at the White House,
which has vet to be adjudicated, was caused by one employee who refused to accept the notorious abuses of
power at the FBI. Frederic Whitehurst protested for
years at the inefficiency and continuous errors in forensic science which routinely occurred in the FBI lab.
On January 24, 1997, he was ordered to turn in his
gold FBI badge, No. 5150, and his Smith and Wesson
revolver. He was placed on administrative leave, with
pay, and forbidden to “enter any FBI building or facility”. He was also ordered to seek a psychiatric evaluation. A feature interview with Whitehurst in the washington Post, Feb. 15, 1997, noted that “a penetrating
Justice Dept. investigation of the FBI lab appears to
have verified some of Whitehurst’s complaints.” To
forestall further FBI action against him, Whitehurst
has hired a lawyer and is s&tg.the FBI. His wife
Cheryl, who is also an FBI lab employee, has refused
to leave. Because there are no charges against her,
she cannot be fired.
Who is this FBI forensic scientist (a specialist in
crime investigation) who according to the FBI needs
psychiatric care? Frederic Whitehurst has been with
the FBI lab as a forensic scientist for the past ten years.
He is 49 years old, and volunteered for three combat
tours in Vietnam, winning many decorations. He has
a doctoral degree from Duke University in Chemistry,
and a law degree from Georgetown University. He had
previously received many “Exceptional” evaluations
from the FBI for his scientific work. (“Exceptional”
is a very rare and infrequently conferred citation by
the FBI.) Patsy Grant, deputy director of the Forensic
Science Center at Livermore National Laboratory in
California, who has worked with Whitehurst, is quoted
as follows: “he is driven by a personal dedication to
the truth.” The Whitehurst interview quoted him as
saying, “some lab personnel put a premium on.finding
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ing of the Murrah federal building was a logical sequence to this sordid history. I was quoted as stating
that “The Oklahoma City bomb was a standard ADLFBI operation” on the editorial page of the New York
Times, without rebuttal.
In Freeh, President Clinton found his most craven
toady, a stooge who was willing to carry out any illegal act for his President. The one thousand purloined
FBI files, which the White House requested on its Republican political critics, was a typical Freeh operation, one which has yet to be adjudicated. The Republicans seem strangely reluctant to press their advanA STICKLER
FOR
ORDER
tage in this case, probably because they also refuse to
The Washington
Post states that Wilfred A. expose the FBI in its basic role, as the hit squad for
Armstrong, who worked with Whitehurst in the mili- the Washington bureaucracy, which keeps not only the
tary intelligence unit of the America1 Division, said, government employees, but also its potential critics,
“Everybody in the unit knew you didn’t screw around in line through the most blatant intimidation.
with Fred. He just didn’t allow slipshod in his life.”
SECRET
POLICE
POWERS
Whitehurst testified in one trial that several FBI investigators in the World Trade Center bombing inquiry
“FBI Secrets, An Agent’s Expose” by M. Wesley
concluded that the explosive device was urea nitratebased, even though the assertion was impossible to Swearingen, a 25-year veteran of the FBI, begins his
prove because the substance is so common. To prove revelations with an important quote from William C.
his point, Whitehurst testified, he took a urine sample, Sullivan, longtime Number Iwo man at the FBI, and
marked it as evidence and submitted it to an FBI lab Hoover’s heir apparent:
“During the ten years that I was on the U.S. lntelexaminer. The urine sample was identified by the FBI
ligence Board.. . never once did I hear anybody, includforensic expert as urea/nitrate.
Whitehurst’s problems at the FBI laboratory were ing myself, raise the questions, ‘Is this course of acbased solely on his refusal to accept the FBI employ- tion which we have agreed upon lawful, is it legal, is
ees’ self-evaluation that they were a law unto them- it moral and ethical?’ The first thing we were concerned
selves, beyond all supervision, and willing to commit with was this: ‘Will this course of action work, will it
any illegal act with impunity. This was an attitude get us what we want, will it reach the object we desire
When Sullivan insisted that J. Edgar
which had been deliberately fostered by its longtime to reach?“’
Director, the late J. Edgar Hoover, and continued by Hoover set a date for his retirement, Hoover, who was
his heirs at the Bureau. However, Hoover’s arrogance then generally regarded by Washington insiders as
hopelessly insane (see A WRIT FOR MARTYRS, by
had been fed by his acts of intimidation and extortion
against the leading politicians of Washington for al- Eustace Mullins), immediately fired him, changed the
most fifty years. He maintained a Black Cabinet, with locks on his office door, and forbade him from ever
photographs and telephone taps of their sexual and fi- entering the FBI building. Sullivan, who knew all the
nancial peccadilloes.
The result was that each year, secrets of the FBI establishment, died shortly afterIt was
when Hoover submitted his annual budget demand to wards in a mysterious “hunting accident”.
Congress, it was passed without criticism or a single claimed that he had been shot by a sixteen-year-old
boy. Hoover himself later died of mysterious causes,
deletion.
listed as one of the more notorious “Washington heart
attacks”.
A SUCCESSION
OF SCUMBAGS

the results that prosecutors wanted and that reports
were sometimes altered without the knowledge of the
scientists who did the research...some supervisors of
the FBI lab had little or no expertise in science or in
technical matters on which they were asked to make
findings” (Washington Post, Feb. 15, 1997). Here is a
dedicated scientist complaining about interference from
FBI bureaucrats.
Despite his distinguished record,
Whitehurst has been reclassified by FBI personnel as
a “paint grade analysis trainee”!

Hoover was succeeded at the FBI by a procession
of scumbags, the worst that Washington had to offer,
Although Hoover had amassed a large fortune in gold
and rare jade artifacts from the Orient, worth ten million dollars, he refused to leave one cent to his many
relatives in the Washington area, leaving the fortune
to his longtime consort, Clyde Tolson, and a few other
intimates at the FBI. They appraised the fortune at a
hundred thousand dollars, and it soon disappeared
without a trace. An opportune fire destroyed what
records were left.
FREEH

THE

GENERAL
OFFICE

ACCOUNTING
SHUT OUT

After Hoover’s mysterious death, Peter W. Rodino,
Jr., Chairman of the House Committee on the Judiciary,
assigned the General Accounting Office to audit the
FBI files in 1974. The FBI refused the GAO all access
to its files, but pre-selected some cases for them to examine. The GAO found that of 17,528 cases which
the FBI had investigated, dealing with “internal security” only 533 were ever referred for prosecution, with
a pathetic 1.3% rate of conviction.

DIRECTOR

The present Director of the FBI, Louis Freeh (some
believe the name was Freed), represents the lowest ebb
of the procession of directors of the FBI, Freeh began
his political career as a staff aide to the most notorious leftwing Senator in Washington, Senator Clifford
Case of New Jersey. I campaigned actively against his
re-election in 1956, but he was re-elected without serious opposition. Freeh then became an FBI agent. He
was promoted to U.S. Attorney in New York, where he
made the obligatory Anti-Defamation League of B’Nai
B’Rith connections, and was soon named a federal
judge. The ADL boasts in its literature that it selects
all federal judge candidates throughout the United
States. Thus Freeh became the ideal candidate to carry
on the time-honored Mafia, ADL and Mossad operations of the FBI, of which the two most notorious are
the Weaver family massacre and the Waco Holocaust,
in which an entire Christian congregation was burned
alive in their Texas church., The Oklahoma City bomb-

FBI
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Ronald Kessler, in his very useful work, The FBI
(Pocket Books, New York, 1993), includes a chapter
on the Lab Division of the FBI. He reveals that the
famed FBI lab operates on a minuscule $56-million-ayear budget, from the overall FBI budget of more than
two-billion dollars. Obviously, the FBI does not consider the laboratory a very essential operation. In fact,
the FBI spends most of its budget on paid informants
and sting operations, in which it bribes people to commit crimes for which they can then be prosecuted.
Kessler says the FBI lab handles 20,000 cases a year
during which it receives 170,000 pieces of evidence,
and performs 900,000 examinations of that’ evidence.
The FBI lab runs the entire polygraph operation, administering 20,000 polygraph examinations during the
period from 1973 to 1993. It operates a large photo
laboratory, builds exhibits for trials, and makes phony

birth certificates, drivers licenses and passports for
agents to use during their investigations.
Kessler
claims that “Today the lab is recognized as the most
comprehensive and objective forensic lab in the world.”
Frederic Whitehurst is unlikely to agree with that assessment. In 1987, Director William Sessions authorized the FBI lab to become the pioneer in DNA analysis.
Television monitors at the FBI lab record every
television program broadcast in the United States,
twenty-four hours a day, on VCRs. The FBI laboratory began its operations on November 24, 1932 as a
very modest operation, with one microscope, and an
ancient black Packard which had been nicknamed “Old
Beulah”.
HOOVER

SET

HIGH

STANDARDS

The FBI laboratory’s sacrosanct reputation is in‘
large part another legacy from J. Edgar Hoover. From
the outset, he insisted on the highest standards of accuracy in the laboratory, because he did not want the
Bureau to be criticized for sloppy work. He was horrified when his agents informed him that State Supt. of
Police for New Jersey, Schwarzkopf and State Attorney General David Wilentz, had manufactured extensive evidence against Gerhart Haupmann in the
Lindbergh kidnapping case (documented in the book,
Scapegoat, by Anthony Scaduto). Although the conspirators succeeded in sending Haupmann to the electric chair, involving Lindbergh himself in perjury in
the process, Hoover vowed he would never let the Bureau become involved in such a travesty. Long after
his death, the political hacks who succeeded him, eager to curry favors with the politicians in Washington,
proved their willingness to manufacture or alter evidence to produce any desired result, until Frederic
Whitehurst blew the whistle on their machinations.
Despite his many faults, J. Edgar Hoover always
provided a high degree of leadership at the FBI.
Agents were expected to follow his cult of personality.
Hoover was the unchallenged
Leader.
Norman
Ollestad, in his book, Inside the FBI (Lyle Stuart Co.,
NY, 1967), cites a typical agent’s indoctrination speech
by Special Agent Jess Doyle. “J. Edgar Hoover is an
inspiration to us all. The sunshine of his presence
lights our way.” Doyle told the agents that the FBI
only accepted one out of every six thousand applicants.
Because of his double life, J. Edgar Hoover was
constantly engaged in a public relations battle to protect his image and the image of the FBI, which were
synonymous. His greatest triumph came in 1956 when
Random House sold millions
of copies of Don
Whitehead’s The FBI Story, an unabashed piece of puffery which was later made into a movie and a long-running television series starring James Stewart as, you
guessed it, the gallant Director of the FBI. In
Whitehead’s Preface, he writes, “I found in the FBI
story a strong American adventure of pioneering in the
frontiers of law enforcement and national security.
This is the struggle to achieve incorruptible enforcement of the law by professionals trained to protect civil
rights.”
HIS

OWN

PRESS

AGENT

In the early 193Os, J. Edgar Hoover had hired a
press agent to promote the FBI in the public mind. He
soon found that the reporters no longer called him; they
called the press agent. He immediately tired his agent,
and from then on acted as his own very successful press
agent. No one else was ever allowed to speak for the
FBI during his lifetime. Even his consort of thirtyfive years, Clyde Tolson, was never allowed to give an
interview. One Senator complained that Hoover was
determined to staff the entire FBI with Clyde Tolson
look alikes. The great majority of the agents, like
Tolson, were clean cut, all-American types. Hoover
never. hired a black or female agent during his tenure.
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OMERTA

The distinguishing characteristic of Hoover’s dominance at the FBI was “the code of silence”. Known as
“omerta”, this Mafia code forbade anyone to ever speak
or testify against a fellow member. It was this code of
omerta which Frederic Whitehurst violated when he
went public with the alteration and falsification of
evidence in the FBI Laboratory. One book about the
FBI, Agents of Repression, by Ward Churchill and Jim
Vande Wall (South End Press, Boston, 1988), contains
an entire chapter, Chapter 11, titled “Perjury and Fabrication of Evidence”.
Throughout his years at the FBI, J. Edgar Hoover
had
surrounded
himself with the most servile,
Without an orderly succession of
fawning toadies.
leadership, the. FBI has been floundering ever since,
although no one could have predicted the depths to
which it has sunk with Louis Freeh as director, or his
equally fawning superior, Attorney General Janet Reno.
Both of them spend most of their time in their offices
waiting for a call from the White House. “Lou, better
send me over another thousand FBI files.” “Yes, sir,”
responds
Lou. Although these flunkies represent
“leadership” at the FBI, the Bureau has actually been
run by a small group of Hoover cronies since his death.
Such is the mystique of Hoover’s legacy that Republican leaders in Washington still accept without
reservation
the “untouchability”
of the FBI.
In
reality, the FBI has never been an autonomous agency.
Since Phil Klutznick set up a secret “nesher” cell at
the Department of Justice in 1936 (nesher means
“eagle” in Hebrew, symbolizing Zionist interests), the
FBI has been totally at the beck and call of the
Anti-Defamation
League of B’Nai B’Rith, a Jewish
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Masonic group which is the only terrorist organization allowed to operate without hindrance throughout
The ADL works closely with
the United States.
Mossad, Israeli Intelligence, and is the focal point of
more than six hundred Zionist organizations, all tax
exempt by the IRS, to aid the State of Israel and
promote Zionist activities in the United States. “But
isn’t this illegal,” asks Naive Reader. It is illegal to
represent foreign interests without registration, but
when you control the FBI, who is going to investigate
wrongdoing?
A PERSONAL

NOTE

MARCH 11, 1997
judgments against the FBI in federal court. The details, including 120 pages of my FBI file, are reproduced in A WRIT FOR MARTYRS by Eustace Mullins.
FUTURE
OF THE FBI
It is difficult to predict the future of the FBI, because it actually has no past. Most citizens do not realize that the Federal Bureau of Investigation was not
set up by the Founding Fathers, and it is a violation of
the Constitution,
Art. 1, Sec. 4 (See “THE GREAT
BETRAYAL”, by Eustace Mullins). The United States
became the most prosperous country in the world before international conspirators saddled it with the FBI,
the Federal Reserve System, and the Marxist progressive income tax. Since then, we have plunged precipitously towards national disaster, always with the eager
participation of our politicians in the Democratic Federa1 Reserve Party and the Republican Federal Reserve
Party.
Frederic Whitehurst’s revelations, as well as the
other crimes of the FBI, including the ADL promotion
of the Ruby Ridge Massacre and the Waco Holocaust,
should signal the end of the FBI. This cannot occur as
long as it has its eager defenders on Capitol Hill, the
jackals and hyenas whose shrieks of laughter echo their
contempt for the working people of the United States.
The upcoming Oklahoma City bombing trial, if it ever
takes place, may signal the last days of the FBI. It
cannot come too soon.

This writer and his family were, for some fifty
years, primary victims of FBI harassment in the notorious “COINTELPRO” (counter-intelligence program),
which the ADL persuaded J. Edgar Hoover to set up in
the early 1950s. In Chicago in 1957, I challenged one
of the hordes of FBI agents who staked out my apartment. “I won’t talk to you because you are simply cartying out the orders of the ADL,” I told them. “Oh,
no,” replied the fat agent who seemed to be in charge,
&we don’t work for the ADL.” I then found that I had
an 800-page personal file at FBI headquarters in Washington. After years of application, I received 500 pages
of this file through personal intervention of my Senator from Virginia. The other 300 pages have been withheld ever since, after senior FBI officials decided that
to release this material would “endanger national secur@“. I reopened this application in 1996 and was
informed it would be four years before the FBI could
even consider my request. I replied that Hillary didn’t
AUTHOR’S NOTE: The preceding article is a
have to wait four years!
chapter from Eustace Mullins’ forthcoming history of
After years of court battles, I obtained two default the FBI, to appear in Sept. 1997.
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the mainstream media because this Alabama judge
opened his court with the time honored, age old, traditional constitutional prayer of “God bless America, and
God bless this court.”
When outrage is evidenced by major mainstream
news media personalities who bitch and moan, decry
and belittle a judge who calls upon the Sovereign Almighty of the Universe, the Lord God Almighty, to bless
By: Grandma
Hkrrman-Herman
America, and his court, this leaves us to wonder which
communist government these news personalities represent??! !
Also, the major news media personalties were outraged because the Governor of Alabama has stated publicly that he will call out the troops to protect this judge,
the 10 Commandments,
the Mayflower Compact, the
Declaration
of Independence and the Constitution of
the United States. I say it’s about time our governors
stood up and protected the inherent rights, freedoms,
liberties of the people, and of the nation under com2125197 GRANDMA
in the real world full of real people who are losing their pact with the Great Almighty of the Universe. I also
homes, farms and other properties in courts acting in say God bless the judge in his honorable, dutiful court,
In the Chicago Sun-Times, Commentary Section, “color of the laws”, and rendering perverted law deci- and the Governor of Alabama!
When major news media personalties (such as eviFebruary 23, 1997, there was an article written by sions which deny the constitutional rights of the people.
Adrian Hufftngton (a nationally syndicated columnist Ms. Hufftngton should pull her head out of the sand denced last evening) bitch and moan about God blessand author of six books), which states: “Where is the and access the real news media, the Internet, Fax Net, ing America, you guys had better get outraged!
outrage about the lack of outrage over Clinton money The Free American, The New American, The New Fed- America was somewhat more a nation of morals, ethscandals?” She continued with identification of every eralist, CONTACT, and Spotlight newspapers, which ics, and God-fearing principles prior to taking prayer
noun, verb, etc., describing Mr. Clinton’s acts, which the mainstream media calls radical or right wing pa- out of our schools, away from our children, out of fam- .
ily life, and out of public life. Our nation prospered
most definitely are not constitutionally approved, such pers.
as taking perks, bribes, etc., while in Public Office
The correct term is patriot newspapers. Internet with God at the helm of the ship of state (prayer in the
under Oath to the nation, the nation’s Constitution,
and Fax Net writings have no difftculty in pinning the White House and House of Representatives).
Since God has been kicked out of the United States,
industry, production, and work force. Meanwhile the treason trail on the jackasses. Nor did Cicero in 42
human sacrifices,
average worker in America has to feed his family on B.C. Here is Cicero’s definition of traitors (who com- we have Devil worshiping,
vampirism,. demonic practices, idol worshiping, and
Chinese and Mexican pay scales for their weekly wages mit treason):
active homosexuality in our U.S. Houses of Represenwhile our industry and national production has been
tation and other high places of power. Our children
sold out by the President and his committeemen and
show their bare breasts and bare behinds in public.
women, who sell out more American industry and proParents can no longer control the actions of their childuction and make more American-owned industries-and
dren, for if they try, they are hauled into court and
producers shut their doors from being over taxed, while
“Anation can survive its fools,
charged with parental abuse, and the elitists cry for
vested interest groups pay no taxes and take over the
andeventhe ambitious.
rights of the child.
nation. This selling out of America and Americans is
In 1995, President Clinton sent a letter to Arlen
more particularly defined as treason.
But it cannotsurvivetreasonfromwithin.
Specter requesting possible investigation and con%
This treasonous group gathered in the President’s
An enemyat the gatesis lessformidable,
cation of foodstuffs from cultist Mormons and ChrisCabinet and committees is the greatest collective group
of special interest entities which could be assembled
forhe is known,andhe carrieshis bannersopenly. tians? This letter (communique) was on White House
letterhead! I
under the White House roof, wheeling and dealing for
Butthe traitormovesamongthose
After this letter was faxed out on the Fax Net, thoutheir own corporate interests.
sands
of outraged Americans cried: “What in God’s
.-MS.Huffington, in her article, wonders when outwithinthe gatesfreely,
name is going on here’?” Well, my answer was at that
rage is .going to hit the American people. For Ms.
his sly whispersrustlingthroughall thealleys,heard time, and is at this time: God had absolutely nothing
Hufftngton’s information, outrage hit the American
to with the act. This is the hand work of the old Devil,
people while Waco burned. Outrage hit the American
in the veryhallsof government
itself.
himself. The Devil’s henchmen are riding forefront of
people over’Randy Weaver.. Outrage hit the American
Forthe traitorappearsno traitor.
the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse. They are acpeople over Bosnia. Outrage hit the American people
over Somalia, Oklahoma City, Atlanta, over thefts of
Hespeaksin the accentsfamiliarto his victims, tively bringing forth the famines, pestilence, diseases,
and wars as revealed by God, Himself.
Social Security Trust Moneys, and over major news
andhe wearstheirfaceandtheirgarments,
God is more than just a byword. God is the only
media cover-ups of the truth of what is really going on
in this nation, by covering up the truth as in Croatia,
andhe appealsto thebasenessthat liesdeepin the thing which will save this nation from its present path
of destruction.
But God has been systematically deBosnia, etc. Outrage hit the American people over CIA
heartsof men.
bunked by the major mainstream news media personcrack being sold on American streets to our children.
alities, who believe in nothing but thenext sensational
And the money obtained by the Federal Government’s
Herotsthe soulof a nation.
byline. God was cast out by those desirous of destroyspecial interest groups is loaned to Mexico and other
Heworkssecretlyandunknown
in thenight
ing the nation, its God-fearing people, and families.
nations’on the cuff to buy American foods while AmeriHow do you stop this madness in the major maincan food reserves are depleted (recent reports say we
to undermine
theuillarsof a city.
stream news media? Well, Americans, we own the airdo not have a 30-day supply in reserve). Heinfectsthe bodypoliticso thati can
space. File your complaints with the FCC and have
Americans were outraged during the Bush Admintheir damned licenses pulled if they do not conform
istration. Petitions for redress and impeachment were
no longerresist.
with the principles, compacts, treaties, and agreements,
sent to the U.S. House of Representatives by outraged
A murdereris lessto be feared.”
and pull that Devil worshiping and violence off televicitizens.
The U.S. House of Representatives,
when
-Cicero,
42 B.C. sion. Demand paper ballots for the next elect$& get
asked, by me, “What are you doing with all these imrid of the computer. Grab your ministers by the seat of
peachment letters?“, just laughed and said, “We throw
Did you understand what Cicero said7 Well, read t h e pants, get organized, and get control of your comthem in the waste baskets.”
Ms. Huffington asks
“Where is the outragel” The American outraged people it again. Then think about the rot inside the core of munities and schools! And finally, tell the federal govtried to exercise their voting power and vote the stink- this nation1 As an example: Last evening on CNN, ernment to kiss “where the Sun don’t shine”, and it
mainline news media personalities were outraged over ain’t your elbow, sweetie.
ers out of offtce-sadly,
the comuuter won! I
It appears Ms. Huffrngton has not come down off a judge in Alabama, (A) having the 10 Commandments
the major media high horse. Unfortunately the major in his court room, and (B) having displayed openly the
the Mayflower Compact, the Decnews media cannot identify treason nor define active 10 Commandments,
laration
of
Independence,
and the Constitution of the
communism in our federal government’s shenanigans
United
States!
!
!
Included
was evidenced outrage by
Grandma Herrman-Herman
and persons pulling these shenanigans.
Look around
., .w

Let these

Voice

Treason

(There

Is No

Truths

be self-evidenced

of the Old’ Guard

is Treason

Defense

or Other Definition)

TRAITORS

THINK

ABOUT

IT!
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DR. AL OVERHOLT

UNDER NEW BLM POLICY
YOUR WIDE OPEN SPACES
WILL BECOME A
PQLICE STATE
Range Covs Will Be Watching
Your Evew Move
From THE NORTHERN

CALIFORNIA

TR4 VELER,

Feb./Mar. 1997, [quoting:]
The Bureau of Land Management is only months
away from adopting a host of new rules that when
created will turn your public lands into America’s first
police state.
Only two days after national elections on November 5, Bruce Babbitt, head of the Interior Department,
filed to expand the limits of BLM authority in the
Federal Register under the guise of consolidating and
rewriting regulations.
In reality what the BLM is about to do is greatly
expand its authority to use its own rapidly expanding
law enforcement department to enforce Babbitt’s own
vision of how the public can use public lands in the
future.
Under its proposed reforms, BLM is not only
rewriting laws and penalties without the approval of
Congress, but will also allow its police to enforce
these regulations without regard for the conrtitutional rights of unfortunate souls who venture onto
public domain.
If the new rules go into effect, BLM cops, having
“reasonable grounds” to assume either a misdemeanor
or felony is taking place in their presence, will have the
authority to: (1.) Stop vehicles.
(2.) Search any
person, place or vehicle without a search warrant or due
process. (3.) Seize anything they consider evidence
without a warrant. (4.) Make arrests without a warrant
or due process.
Some of the regulations being expanded include:
* Polluting a stream or lake includes putting or
discharging rock or sand into the water. Skip a rock,
and you could go to jail.
* Dogs will be allowed on public lands as long as
they are on a leash not over six feet long and are
nowhere near a swimming area.
* It will be illegal to use public lands for any
competitive use. Does this include games like hide and
seek, or mabe a softball game?’ A watermelon eating
contest could probably get you five years at hard labor.
* It is against the law to move any BLM picnic
table, barrier, litter barrel or other campground equipment.
* BLM cops will also enforce vehicle laws once
reserved to local and state agencies. That includes tail
lights, headlight adjustment, mufflers, seat belts, speeding and driving while under the influence.
* Unless the BLM has authorized your public disturbance with a permit, you can not make %nreasonable” noise. No more guitars, radios or crying babies.
* You can no longer discharge a firearm or use
fireworks in a BLM recreation area, or over a body of
water on or adjacent to public lands. There goes the
poor man’s last duck hunting area.
* Landing aircraft or dropping or picking up materials is against the law. Recently a lost Boy Scout had
to spend an extra night stranded in the wilderness
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bodies. These include World Patent No. WO9208784,
or “human t-lymphotropic virus type 2 from Guaymi
Indians in Panama.” This patent is claimed by Ron
Brown, the U.S. Secretary of Commerce and joint U.S.
negotiator at GATT, where he is demanding global
acquiescence to the patenting of life-forms.
because it was against the law for a helicopter to pick
(Source: The Ecologist, vol. 23, no. 6, November/
him up.
December 1993, p. 226)
* You will be allowed to remove only enough water
[Richard Sauder comments:] A lymphotropic virus
from a stream for personal consumption.
has an affinity for the lymph system. What does this
* It is against the law to destroy any vegetation.
virus do? Why did Ron Brown have a patent claim for
* Any activity that interferes with the public’s it? who has the patent on this virus now? Do any other
enjoyment of BLM land is against the law.
powerful politicians hold patents on exotic viruses? If
+ It is against the law to tie a horse unless facilities so why?
have been provided.
Richard Sauder: <irs@alnine.for.nau.edu>
[End
l It is against the law to use a metal detector
in a quoting]
natural research area.
Some day, in the not too distant future, I hope and
* The BLM will expand its authority over the use of I’m sure many others hope, to live in a world where
alcohol on public lands.
people’s thinking will be on higher thoughts than how
they can get a sample of living cells-including
hu* It will be illegal to deface plants or the soil.
* Taking pictures for commercial purposes is ille- man-so they can profit financially from them.
&I~.
FINDING
CONTRABAND
* BLM will expand its authority to police private
AND
CASH
lands that affect public lands or water.
[It 3 too late for comments,
bard your politicians!!]

but you can still bom-

The deadline for comments on the proposed regulations is March 7. You can comment by sending your
letters to: BLM, Administrative Record, Room 4OlLS,
1849 C Street NW, Washington, DC, 20240. Include
the reference: ATTN: AC30. Include your name and
address in the message. [End quoting]
When will we wake up to the fact that we are
under a dictator government by the Elite and put a
stop to it? IT CAN BE DONE WITHOUT GUNS,
BUT ONLY WITH GOD’S GUIDANCE!!
It was only under the guidance of God that we
were given the partial freedom we had when the
Constitcrtiolr was signed AND THAT IS TEE ONLY
WAY WE’LL HAVE ANY RETURNED.
TITANIUM
FromAVIATION

ON-THE-SPOT?
WEEK&SPACE

TECHNOLOGY,

2117197, [quoting:]
A new plasma quench manufacturing process is
being tested by Idaho Titanium Technologies, Idaho
Falls. The new metal powder production system, developed in conjunction with the Energy Dept.‘s Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory, could make titanium
at a significantly lower cost than current production
The equipment also is smaller and less
methods.
complex, possibly allowing on-site titanium production for key aerospace manufacturers, according to Ron
Cordes, co-managing director at ITT. The continuous
process feeds reactants into a plasma flame and heats
them to a desired tempeature. Subsequent rapid cooling forms a high-purity metal powder. Under a $1.5million U.S. Navy research contract, ITT is spooling up
production from an experimental I-lb/hr. rate to 100
lb./hr. by early next year. A full-scale commercial
production system, capable of operating at 200 IbJhr.,
should be available in 1999. [End quoting]
Wouldn’t it be nice if we common people could see
more positive results of the Elite’s high-tech instead of
their usual use for high-tech war machines?
THE

U.S. LIBRARY
HUMAN
PARTS

OF

From POPULAR
MECHANICS,
April 1997,
[quoting:]
It’s a crime to carry more than $10,000 in cash out
of the United States without notifying the federal government. But catching violators who may be laundering money isn’t easy.
A new type of scanner that has been developed to
spot explosives and drugs may soon be helping the feds
watch your wallet. The device uses a particle accelerator to fire protons at a carbon target.
This produces
gamma rays
that
pass
through most
materials but
are absorbed
by nitrogen.
Explosives
and
drugs,
both of which
contain nitrogen, appear as
light spots on
the scanner’s
display.
T h e
manufacturers, Triumf
Laboratories
and NorthropGrumman,
say the system can be “tuned” to create gamma rays that
are absorbed by other materials, such as the plastic
strips in new U.S. currency. The federal government is
currently testing a prototype contraband detector
The particle accelerator at the heart of the scanner
is powered by a compact million-volt power supply.
[End quoting]
Big brother is clamping down harder and harder.
CREMATORIUM

BUILDER

Excerpted
from DAVID IRVING ‘S ACTION
REPORT, [quoting:]
From the INTERNET, 12/96, [quoting:]
A RECENT TIA4E MAGAZINE ARTICLE features
U.S. Multinationals such as Pfizer, Bristol Myers
and Merck now hold several hundred patents on life- a photograph taken inside a temple: the cremated reforms, many housed in the American Type Culture mains of AIDS sufferers are stacked against a Buddha.
If millions were cremated at Auschwitz, a mounCollection in Rockville, Maryland where there are
some 60,000 patented or potentially patentable organ- tain of remains would have accumulated.
Yet to date no mountain of burned bones has been
isms.. . .
Many of the samples stored in ATCC involve tissue found.
As a local contractor engaged in the extension of
or cell lines scraped from living humans or exhumed
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the Bristol Crematorium in the 195Os, 1 saw the remains of cremated bodies.
Large bones remain burned but intact, and have to
be pulverized mechanically or with hand tools to reduce
them to powder or dust.
The ordinary person assumes that only dust-like
ashes remain.
It is because of this lack of information-or
lack of
interest-by
the public, that no one has ever questioned
the ‘“Holocaust”.
People believe that the victims just disappeared in
dust.
Gone with the wind!
-F. T. Bristol [End quoting]
This man has a good point. Maybe that’s the reason
they called it aHolocaust, so they thought they wouldn’t
have to produce the evidence-gone
with the wind!!
Any other way they would have had to produce the
bodies.

nuclear war-Americans

BEST

HYBRID

DESIGN

On a Dearborn-to-Chicago run, Huy&s achieved
65 mpg at 65 mph while carrying passengers.
SOUTHFIELD, Ml-The hot car to watch in this
year’s Future Cal Challenge is Haydes, a diesel/electric
hybrid designed and built by students from Lawrence
Technological University.
Lawrence’s team coupled a 43-hp electric DC motor and 90-hp turbocharged direct-injected diesel engine with a modified automatic transmission from a
1996 Taurus. The diesel engine cuts in at speeds over
10 mph, then shuts off during braking or after more
than 5 seconds of idle. An off-the-shelf Siemens programmable-logic
controller makes these second-bysecond power-management
decisions.
Haides won best engineering design honors during
the preliminary competition that was sponsored by the
Department of Energy and United States Council for
Automotive Research, which is supported by the Big
Three automakers. It is scheduled to square off against
11 entries from other colleges in the finals in June.
[End quoting]
Maybe sooner or later, as more and more people
find out that we really can get much better efficiency
from our fuels, the pressure willsbe great enough to
force the manufacturers to put more fuel efficient products on the market at a reasonable price.

bunch of blatant
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feel nagging unease,

[All a

lies.]

Its signs are evident from the White House, where
President Clinton made curing Americans of their
“funk” a regular feature of this reelection rhetoric, to
bookstores, where books about reducing stress and
simplifying our lives clog the checkout counter. [Gefting rid of the Clinton t;cits and his gangsters in Congress and replacing them with honest, ethical people
would go a long way towards improving the morale of
the people in our country.]

The culprit, social scientists say, is a con+ergence
of forces that seem ready to remake many of the ways we
work, communicate and relate. Key among them are
the globalization of culture and the economy, the shrinking role of government and the seemingly ever-quickening pace of technological change. Together, these
forces create chronic pressure that has Americans’
commitment to family and community under assault,
they say. [I hope we all realize, by this, the Elite are
telling us that theirplans are being accomplished.
read the Protocols&r
the takeover of the world.]

Re-

“The Number One question in the world is, ‘If
times are so great, why do 1 feel so bad?“’ said Watts
Wacker, futurist and consultant to SRI International, a
Menlo Park, Calif., think tank. “People aren’t necessarily able to articulate it. But they can sense there is
a great change coming about.”
Few firm measures of this disquiet exist. Its pervasive but amorphous nature is hard to quantify.
At its most basic, evidence ofthe unease is captured
in the results of a December poll by Yankelovich Partners Inc., which found that, for many Americans, stress
is not confined to negative events, such as losing a job.
Instead, it stems from simple “overload”-too
many
commitments of every type, both good and bad.
Moreover, the number of Americans who think life
has become too complicated has risen, from 58 percent
in 1985 to 73 percent in the year just ended, said
Yankelovich, a national polling firm that specializes in
gauging consumers’ mood. The feeling has created in
many people a strong desire to simplify their loves, the
poll indicates. [The Elite want you in this mood so you
will accept them taking @are of all ofyourproblemsfor
you as they tighten the noose arorndyour
neck without
a fight. 1

export-music,
movies, and the Internet.”
All this is happening, Wacker said, against a backdrop in which the federal government is becoming less
and less relevant to day-to-day lives and less willing
and able to solve social problems.
How important are the decisions of one government, he asks, when economic forces are global. Put
another way, Wacker thinks Moore’s Law-the precept
of Intel founder Gordon Moore that the power of CPUs
(central processing units) doubles every 18 months-is
becoming more important than any single law emerging from Washingtbn, D.C. The reason, he said, is that
changes in technology that increase computing power
make possible ways to solve society’s problems.
Barry Schwartz, a Swarthmore College professor of
social theory and social action, focuses on the role
economic uncertainty is playing in eroding the things
that traditionally have given Americans their peace of
mind.
“Day after day you read about another firm that is
profitable firing people,” said Schwartz, who recently
published a book titled The Costs of Living: How
Market Freedom Erodes the Best Things in Life. “What
people feel they have to do to pursue financial security
and success gets in the way of pursuing the things they
care about: close ties to family, close ties to civic issues
and a sense of belonging.”
Schwartz said people’s unease encourages them to
measure time spent with family and in community
pursuits in economic terms.
“Chatting over the backyard fence, or helping a
neighbor cut down a tree, are actions taken at the cost
of working on the contract that has to be ready next
week for a client,” Schwartz said. “Whether we like it
or not, the decision to be sociable becomes an economic
decision. But, maybe you shouldn’t put a price on how
you should spend the time.
“The critical thing that’s going on is that we haven’t
figured out a way to make more time,” he said. “Doing
the things that are important-maintianing
connection
to family and community-takes
time. There is not a
fast-food equivalent. I don’t think people are making
conscious decisions to short-change their family. It
happens imperceptibly.
“There are no longer appropriate social norms
about what an appropriate workday looks like,” he said.
“There is a constant ratcheting up of what you should
do. Incidentally, e-mail and cell phones and other
technologies have upped people’s expectations about
others they are dealing with. Someone sends me an email and expects an answer immediately.” [End quotingf

Some of it, of course, is grounded in employment
insecurity that has come with the “downsizing” of
American industry.
A recent New York Times poll
found Americans’ feelings of job insecurity continue
virtually unabated from a year ago, despite the
acknowledgement of a majority polled that the economy
has improved.
SRI’s Wacker said the disquiet is people
sensing that the world is on the verge of
profound changes happening on so many
fronts at once.
The source of those changes, in Wacker’s
estimation, is technology.
Technology is transforming the worId
from a place where the rules are based on
industrial might to a place where they are
based on manipulating information.
Technology is changing the rules for the workplace, schools and even how we pursue recreation, he said.
lik economic
terms,
it means a
programmer’s competition might come not
from up the street but, just as easily, from
Americans
Have Manv Reasons
To Be
India. In social terms, global computer netHanvv.
But Thev Aren’t
works mean not only that American culture
will be more quickly transmitted to the world,
Excerpted
from THE ORLANDO
SENTINEL,
but also that the world can now more readily
2116197, [quoting: J
impinge on American culture.
“There is not a society on the planet that
Call it end-of-century blues.
will have to acclimate to more change than
As the 20th century comes to an end, a paradoxical
“Look at the Wght sidem,.They didn’t raise tuition”
us because we’re the drivers of culture,”
phenomenon has emerged:
With many reasons to feel good-a strong economy, Wacker said. “In one sense, America has had
declining violent crime and a diminished threat of a monopoly on culture., It’s the Number One

RED, WHITE AND
FEELING BLUE
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warnings for strictly monetary purposes. There’s not Psalm. We were singing “I will fear no evil...” when a
much value given, to people’s lives anymore.
black car pulled up and a policeman in a blue uniform
Even on the Internet it is hard to get good, up-to- got out.
date volcano, earthquake and disaster warnings or
“I have orders to arrest you,” he said to me.
reports anymore.
“I can’t come,” I said. “I’m responsible for these
children.” Lord help us. Two of the girls clutched my
MICROSOFT
TEAM
TOILS
skirt and the youngest boy held my hand.
TO SOLVE
BROWSER
FLAW
“Hurry up. Let her go!” the policeman shouted. I
began hugging the youngsters one by one, saying fareExcerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, well. By then the policeman was speaking into his
3/5/97, [quoting:]
walkie-talkie. Soon another car arrived, a shiny black
Microsoft Corp. programmers were working around one with three aerials. Two men in suits and dark
the clock to fix a flaw in its Internet Explorer browser glasses got out. The dreaded secret police. L‘Comrade,n
that could allow a Web site operator to secretly run the tall one said, “you are under arrest.”
programs or ruin files in someone else’s computer.
The children clutched me even closer and moved in
The company said Tuesday the repair, which a tight circle around me. The policeman claimed they
Internet Explorer users could download from its World would bring me back soon, but the boys and girls only
Wide Web site, should be available today.
pressed harder. “Come at once,” one officer said.
“Microsoft is doing everything they can,” said
“I cannot move,” I answered. “You come and get
spokeswoman Dawn Leonetti. “They don’t want to put me.”
out a bug fix that’s buggy.”
And then something amazing happened.
For a
Microsoft said it had no reports from customers of minute at least, no one moved. The police seemed
security breaches. But company officials consider the rooted to the ground. They came no closer. It was as
NEW
OUAKE
flaw a serious problem because it potentially could though an invisible shield had gone up around me and
ADVISORIES
MAY
ALLAY
allow the electronic attacker to bypass the browser’s the children. After a few minutes the policemen went
UNNECESSARY
FEARS
security system and severely damage software stored on back to their cars. They got in, slammed the doors and
AT MAMMOTH
a computer’s haid drive.
took off in a cloud of dust.
Microsoft’s Internet site with information on the
At the concert that evening the children sang more
Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, flaw is: <http://www.microsoft.com/ie/security/
beautifully than ever before.
-Genovieva
Sfatcu
2/??/97, [quoting:]
Beattie, Waynesboro, PA [End quoting]
update.html>
[End quoting]
The California Earthquake Prediction Evaluation
God protects us in many unusual ways.
It seems to me I remember, shortly after Internet
Council took major strides Friday to overhaul the way Explorer was originally
released,
scientists issue advisories about ,seismic and volcanic Microsoft had a “backdoor” into
NEW LABELS
FOR
activity near the Mammoth Lakes [a highfy active
anybody’s computer that was using it.
MEAT
AND POULTRY
California volcano area] ski resort.
They later claimed they had fixed it.
They want to take confusion out of the current
With what you know about our
From THE SPOTLIGHT, l/13/97, [quoting:]
alphabet-based system and accompanying descriptions.
government and other hackers, don’t
“The wording is basically awkward,” said David you think that you should just assume
Hill, the U.S. Geological Survey volcano expert who when you are on the Net that someone
issues the advisories when the ground rumbles in the else might be accessing your comLong Valley caldera, where Mammoth Lakes is perched puter?? Remember the Elite want to
[which is rumbling almost con&a&y-from
an eye- know everything about your life and
witness report Z have received.
they don’t care what they have to do
The council agreed to an interim system that com- to get this information.
bines several categories of activity that pose no immeI’ve noticed at times when I’m on
diate hazard [What a bunch ofgobble-de-goop.
Do you the Net that my hard disk is running
understand
what he’s saying?].
The changes were most of the time and I can’t underinitiated by Hill, who is based in Menlo Park. Among stand why it should be. I suspicioned
those present were Mammoth Lakes Mayor John that someone was snooping around!?
Eastman. Councilman David Watson and Rick Bramble, I wish I had a program that would
a local real estate broker and fire official.
trap their search program and destroy
“It will make my life simpler,” said Hill, who still it.
needs an official go-ahead from his agency [His life
will become simpler because he won ‘f have to give you
THE
DIVINE
TOUCH

There is no doubt that many people have the feelings discussed, and there is no doubt an inner knowing
within many of them, on a higher level of consciousness, that some things mighty big and powerful are
about to happen to make major changes in and on our
planet and our lives.
Much apprehension is caused by seeing people’s
lives torn apart. Even if it hasn’t happened to you yet,
you have a sense that it could very easily be you soon,
and most feel so helpless in being able to take control
of their lives. This, as stated above, ‘is fulfillment of
plans laid forth by the evil Elite to take over the world
while you are made to feel completely helpless and
worthless.
But, just as a farmer plows the ground-causing
chaos within the soil, to plant new seed-so will Mother
Earth and all of .her inhabitants soon go through major
chaos: so new “seeds” of all kinds including seeds of
new thinking can be planted for a new and bright future
within the LIGHT OF GOD.
In this soon-to-come future, all evil will be cleansed
from this planet-within
a very short time span.

any accurate
sleep??].

information-just

Pablum

to put you to

In other action, the council deferred action on a
proposal for USGS and the state Office of Emergency
Services to automatically tell Californians when a magnitude-5 quake strikes near a dangerous fault that it
could trigger an even bigger quake. [End quoting]
It seems that the real estate broker and the town
fathers’ presence at this meeting, plus the facts which
I read about the monetary damages caused to the area as
a result of a previous volcano alert, gives the real clue
to the purpose of this “gobble-de-goop” meeting to
make changes.
I see this as being all about playing down any

REASSURING
“It would take 50 people working day and night
for 200 years to make the same mistakes an electronic computer could make in only two seconds.”
IDr. Ovcrholt:
20th century.]

Read&s

Digest

This is called progress in the

From GUIDEPOSTS, P.O. Box
1479, Carmel, NY 10512, [quoting:]
In 1979, when Romania was still
under the regressive regime of Nicolae
Ceausescu, Sunday school was against
the law and children were supposed
to sing only Communist songs. At
the time, I directed a youth choir at a
Baptist church in Iasi, Romania’s
second-largest city. We continually
faced hurdles such as having to rehearse in an old woodshed or out in
the forest where we could escape the
police. I often told the youngsters
God would provide His protection.
I found out how this worked on a
trip ?/e made to Vicovul de Sus, a
small mountain village. We stayed at
the home of one of our hosts, and the
only place big enough for the 50 of us
to rehearse was his backyard.
“First we must pray for safety.” I
said before we warmed up with a
musical version of the Twenty-third

The USDA designed labels to be put on packaged uncooked meat
1993. The labels warn of eating undercooked meat and give
structions for handling. The same USDA prohibits federal meat
specters from giving foreign beef a thorough examination bere it is imported, according to an inspector. [emphasis mine]
:nd quoting]
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LIMITED

LIABILITY

Part 2 of 3

COMPANIES

3. Limited liability.
4. Free transferability

of ownership interests.

Keeping these four corporate characteristics
in
mind you want to clearly limit your Articles of Organization so as not to have your LLC look like a corporation and therefore be taxed at corporate rates. GenFORMING
AN LLC
erally speaking, you want to be sure to limit the life of
the UC to any number under thirty years. Thirty years
isumsideredthelongestpossibledurationfbraNevadaLLC.
Articles of Organization: To create an LLC you
Next you need to decide if the management of the
first start by writing out what are called Articles of
LLC will be done by the members (members are similar
Organization for a Limited Liability Company (simito shareholders or partners) or an elected group of
lar to the Articles of Incorporation for a corporation).
Your Limited Liability Company should be care- managers. If management of the LLC is handled by
In the Articles of Organization you want to include the
fully constructed so it does not have too many of the individuals other than the members of the LLC, it
following:
The reason would be considered to have the corporate characteriscommon characteristics of a corporation.
for
this
is
that
the
IRS
states:
For
an
LLC
to
be taxed as tic of centralized management. This is easily avoided
1. Name of Limited Liability Company.
2. The period of duration for the LLC (not to a Partnership, it must not have more than two of the four by having members run and manage the business.
corporate characteristics contained in 26 CFR 770 l-2,3
Limited liability is the one corporate characteristic
exceed 30 years).
3. Purposes for which the company is being formed. Bt 4. The following are the four common corporate you want to be sure to include. After all, this is the
main reason for establishing an LLC in the first place.
4. Street address of the record’s office in Nevada. characteristics:
LLC gives you the benefits of corporate liability
protection-and the taxation of a partneiship.
Free transferability of ownership interest may or
may not be important to your LLC. If you want to
permit members of the LLC to sell their interest in the
LLC to outside parties, then you must allow for this in
your Articles of Organization. However, if you want to
limit the transferability of the members interest, this
must also be stated in the Articles. If you decide to start
a new business with a partner and you really do not
want to conduct your LLC affairs with any other
parties, be sure to stipulate this up front.
Here is the important point to remember! In order
to have the UC advantage of being taxed as a partnership, carefully construct your LLC so it does not look
too much like a corporation. You only want at most two
of the four corporate characteristics represented.
We now know there are Articles of Organization;
members who act like partners or stockholders, and
managers who operate the business. Now let’s take a
look at the next component, the operating agreement.
3/sm

CORT CHRISTIE

5. Name and street adhress of the Resident Agent for
service of process.
6. Special terms and conditions set for the role of the
members of the LLC.
7. Names and addresses of the managers of the LLC.
8. Names and the signatures of the individuals
executing the Articles.
9. Notarization of signers.

NevadaCorporateHeadquarters,
Inc.
Workshops
Of1997
Presents:Monthly

OPERATING

When:

Sat/Sun-

April 5-6,

1997

Where:

San Remo
Las Vegas, Nevada

Hotel

Hotel Information:

To reserve
your room
at the special
discounted
rate, call NCH’s exclusive, full-service
tra+el agent:

TheTravelShop-(702)233-6444
Questions:
Call NCH, Inc. at
(800) 398-1077

Regular Tuition
$495.00
Spouse/Guest Tuition
Only $295.00
Day1: Understanding
CorporationFundamentals
Day2: gasicCorporationStrategies

Featuring:
Cort W. Christie, CEO
of Nevada Corporate
Headquarters, Inc.
-PlusPat Cavanaugh
Ex-IRS Examiner
Discover all the benefits
of Nevada Corporations
in
one exciting weekend! ! !
Achieve real personal &
business privacy by attending this hard-hitting course
exclusively for Nevada Corporations !

AGREEMENT

The operating agreement of an LLC is very similar
to the By-laws of a corporation and the partnership
agreement of a partnership. The operating agreements
can be very loose or very specific. Here is something to
keep in mind: In order to have a legal LLC you are not
tied into all the formalities required by a corporation.
It is always best, in any type of partnership, to spell out
exactly the way the operation will be handled and how
the payoffs will be made. As time goes on, in any
business, it is very easy for one partner or another to
start seeing matters differently. Therefore, a well laid
out operating agreement can keep your business on
track when attitudes change. Just think of all the
significant changes we experience throughout our lifetime. Our focus can shift dramatically from one year to
the next, This distinction is noteworthy if you consider
that more than one individual is involved. The following is a list of different topics you may want to address
in your operating agreement.
1. Office location, mailing address and registered
office.
2. The number of required meetings (when and
where they will be held).
3. Voting on LLC matters; Quorums, Proxies,
Order of Business Meetings, etc.
4. Fiscal year end and the handling of LLC money.
5. Accounting and financial records.
6. Rights of Members and Managers.
7. Management certificates and their transferability.
8. Rights to contract and make loans or borrow
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money.
As far as taxation goes and what exactly the courts
will determine as a solid and safe LLC, no one is really
sure what the future holds. At this point, it is best to
follow formalities and structure your paperwork similar to that of a corporation. Today, state statutes do not
require LLCs to maintain the same type of formal
paperwork as corporations.
In order for an LLC to
maintain its limited liability benefits, it will be important in the future to keep records very formal, until such
time as there is sufficient law to determine the courts’
The point here is to keep formal paperwork
direction.
for all LLCs so as to ensure their limited liability status.
Remember, it is the lack of paperwork that causes
corporations to lose their corporate status.
THE

OPEN

HIGHLIGHTS

1. Avoid double taxation (like a corporation).
2. Liability protection for all parties.
3. Raise capital for LLC expansion.
4. No limit to the number
of members
(shareholders).
5. No required formalities for records.
6. Allows foreigners to invest and own without
disclosing ownership.
7. Allows profits to pass right through to members.
8. Run profits into lower tax states.
9. Combine the efforts of different types of business
entities.
10. Divide income participation any way you choose.
Il. Utilize all of a corporation’s tax benefits and
fringe benefits.
12. Member meetings over the telephone.
13. Protection from DEA, OSHA, EPA, IRS & SEC.
14. Easy & inexpensive to form.
15. Simplicity of a Trust & Partnership.
16. Liability protection of a C-Corporation.
17. Pass through of earnings and losses like an SCorp.
18. Sole proprietorship-like
control.
19. Avoid the personal holding and personal service corporation traps.
LLC

LOW

POINTS

LLCs clearly have many uses and advantages over
sole proprietorships, partnerships and limited partnerships. A corporation is still clearly more beneficial for
many applications.
After all, it only takes one person
to incorporate. Privacy is another issue to consider. It
seems that Nevada and most other states are asking for
as much information as possible on their LLCs, thus
‘nullifying the privacy aspect. LLCs are flow-through
entities. Therefore, the tax rates reflect those of its
individual members. If the member is in a high tax
bracket, their income is taxed accordingly.
Unfortunately, you do not have the advantage of deciding (as in
the case of a corporation) where you wish to be taxed;
at the corporate level or the individual level.
For more information call Nevada Corporate
Headquarters, Inc., at (800) 398-1077.
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.Alert!
Notice!

RANGE

Because LLCs are still so new, no one can be sure
how their use or abuse will develop. Right now, many
entrepreneurs are testing the waters. Most lawyers and
accountants are unsure just how there respective fields
will handle this new creature.
There is very little
written information on LLCs to use as a resource for
their operation. There are no formal treasury regulations, no audit standards, no case law and no formal
education being taught on LLCs. Even though LLCs
can file taxes as partnerships on Form 1065, there is no
law against filing a corporate return on them either,
because the IRS has not even established any reporting
standards. Currently, there is no formal securities law
that limits or allows the selling of interests in LLCs. As
you can see, LLCs are a real precarious opportunity.
LLC

Nevada
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In the past week, we have discovered that there may be efforts to solicit our customers
by a new resident agent service, formed under cover of individuals formerly associated with
our business.
Nevada Corporate Headquarters,
Inc., has responded to this unfair trade
practice with necessary legal action.
Though the individuals involved have been terminated, NCH, Inc., has made other
minor, yet important, adjustments to processing and internal operations. We are dedicated
to serving our clients in an efficient and timely manner, and it is for this reason that we are
diligently working through this unfortunate situation. If you are experiencing any delays or
believe that you have not been given enough attention over the past week, we hope that you
will be understanding
of this situation.
Additionally, NCH, Inc., feels it is necessary to alert you that you may be solicited by
a company possessing a name similar to our own, and by individuals who may be familiar to
you from past dealings with our compeny. If this should happen, please report this contact
to NCH, Inc., to better assist us in our efforts to deal with this situation.
Nevada Corporate Headquarters,
Inc., would like to thank you for your patronage and
understanding
in this matter and wishes to apologize for any inconveniences
or concerns
provoked by this conduct. If you have any questions or comments regarding this letter, we
Thank you for your understanding
and
encourage you to call our offices at 800-398-1077.
anticipated cooperation with us.
.
Previously Out Of Stock-Limited
supply now availableOnly One volume of the Pleiades Connection series was released from the court in Fresno:

PleiadesConnection:
Volume
I
ReturnOfThePhoenix
By Gyeorgos

(522)

$6.00

Ceres

Hatonn

210 Pages

You can learn the truth about the origins of humans
upon this planet, our purposes here and why the truth has been
hidden from us.
We have help to overcome
all of our
major difficulties
Ewe will return to living
under the Laws of Creation
and God.
Other topics covered: types of dwellings
best for our use from now on (patterened
after Pleiadian
dwellings).
What true love
is-Spacecraft-Types
of metal
used in
tk ITm-About 666 and its significance-The
truth about robotoids as our world leaders
and much, much more.

AVAILABLE
PHOENIX SOURCE
DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
BY CALLING
l-800-800-5565
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distance, I am recording the call. Is that ok with you?
Dr. Olga Visser: That’s fine.
Martin:
Is now a good time for you to talk?
Dr. Visser: Yes, yes.
Martin: What would you like to tell me about this?
The only information I have is the little tiny bit that I
just received.
Dr. Visser: Would YOU do me a favor? We’ve got
a press guy, who is an American guy, so he can talkto
you and he’s got the whole press release with him and
his name is Larry Heibebretht, but he’s anAmericansounds German-but
he’s an American.
Martin: Ok. And he has all of the information?
Dr. Visser: He’s got everything. He’s our press
guy. He speaks on our behalf.
Martin: Is there anything you’d like to say directly
to our readers?
Dr. Visscr: Maybe just that they would look at the
results, and not at any other thing they’re looking at at
the moment.
Maybe with Larry behind you, you’ll
understand what I mean. They’re making it impossible
to carry on by looking at the wrong stuff, and not
looking at the results of our patients.
Martin: Is your husband there? Would he care to
make a comment or two?
Dr. Visser: Just hold on. You’re from California7
Your name again, sorry?
Martin:
Rick Martin.
Dr. Visaer: Please hold on.
Mr. Visser: Hello?
Martin:
Hello, Ziggy, or should I say doctor?
Mr. Virser: No, no, no, just Ziggy. I’m not a
doctor.
Martin: My name is Rick Martin and I’m with the
CONTACT newspaper. I am a friend of A’s. She had
asked me to call you to talk to you about your work
because our newspaper does even go to South Africa.
She thought that the positive publicity would help in
terms of protecting you and that sort of thing. Is there
anything that you can tell me. I will call Larry, but
there is nothing like hearing things from the horse’s
.
mouth, so to speak.
Mr. Visser: I was expecting your call. I knew you
were going to call today. Could you ask questions?
You’ll have to sort of lead me a little bit. I’ll tell you
why.
Martin: I can do that.
Mr. Visser: That might be the easiest.
Martin: I know that the name of the product is
Virodene. Is it PO587
Mr. Visser: That’s correct.
Martin: Is this a recent development, or have you
been working on this for a number of years?
Mr. Visser: We’ve been busy on it for a number of
years. The clinical trials have just been a reasonably
recent thing. But, we were working on it since 1994.
Martin: Was this all done very quietly and privately, until you started releasing information7
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Mr. Visser: That’s correct. It was done in total
secrecy, initially. It was actually discovered by accident, believe it or not, totally by accident, the anti-viral
properties. And then we...
Martin:
What exactly are those properties? Can
you explain that?
Mr. Visser: There’s somebody actually far more
aualified than me who is actually here right now.
Perhaps I can get him to
explain further. It is a
very, very fast-acting
anti-viral medicine, appliedwitha transdermal
[skin] patch. It is applied one time per week,
for between 4 and 8
hours. The effects of the
drug
are dramatic.
There arevery little sideeffects, almost no sideeffects to the patient.
The viral load, the PCR,
measured in PCR, can
be reduced from something like 1 million-a
count of 1 million per millimeter of blood, to something
like 30 thousand, or even as low as 3 thousand, within
something like two to three weeks, as well as raising the
CD4 level from as low as 14, which is a terminally ill
patient with a very short time left to live, to normal
levels. What has been the most dramatic effect is the
reversal of full-blown AIDS. Terminal patients, full of
secondary diseases, are back at work and healthy within
a month.
Now, patients that have arrived relatively healthy,
HIVpositive patients, with CD4s of around 300 to 350,
can be in full remission as early as one month after
commencing treatment.
Martin: Fantastic. Now, I know you’ve tried your
best to protect this, for obvious reasons. At what point
would you say efforts became-there
were efforts put
forth to either discourage your work or thwart your
work-was this after making any announcements7
Mr. Visser: No, no, no. We initially just quietly
tried to get permission to do an “offiCia1” clinical trial.
We had an unofficial trial and we wanted to try the first
official clinical trial around July last year. So, we
discreetly approached the Relative Institute-ok,
this
is after being blocked by the official AIDS channels and
research groups. We then approached our own institution and were not aware of what we were doing, at that
stage. And, in secrecy, asked them to allow these
clinical trials to proceed, which was, again, met with
total resistance. And, surprisingly, from actually only
a very, very small sector of the relevant people involved. Subsequently, we had to go over everybody’s
heads and we got governmental approval for our project,
in principal, and basically took our trials underground.
.*:
,
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We did it in the open in the various institute facilities.
Everybody was sort of, almost aware of what was going
on, but they weren’t aware of what was going on. So,
it was done in the open, but in top secret. And it was
also split between five different sect’ors and institutes
and private institutes that-one
hand did not know
what the other hand was doing except the brains behind
it all, which was us. We did have outside help of a
private laboratory, very kindly, which we still ‘do,
which has given us a fortune in-patient blood tests and
PCR and CD4 tests. We have also had various
academic
institutions doing contract research-research work and development under contract for us, but
as I say, it was all done-the
research was split up in
such a way that, even though it was done relatively
openly, it was almost impos&ble for anybody to know
what we are doing or had access to any results until we
were ready to submit it. Well then finally, in January,
around the 22nd or about the 17th of January, [we] then
finally informed our Minister of Health as to what our
preliminary results were from this 12 patient trial, and
the results were phenomenal. She immediately called
for an urgent Cabinet meeting, which we got three or
four days later. We attended a private Cabinet meeting
of the South African Cabinet and we showed them our
results, and we actually had two of our patients present.
And, since then the rest is history. You know, I don’t
know how much was ever published in America, but the
rest of the world has sort of been going crazy about it.
And, medical resistance, and specifically in South Africa,
has been phenomenal. It still is. The
big fight broke out
today again. Yestzr
day we had a new
committee releasing
results trying to discredit this research.
We’ve retaliated toWe expect
day.
even-we’ve
taken
legal action against
one of the Universities. We’re expecting an extremely volatile situationby tomorrow. Hello?
Martin: I’m listening.
Mr. Visser: But the problem that has been created,
or the effect of what has happened here, the University
is basically split into two factions. The provincial, or
it’s like the county health department, has split into
two factions, with the minorities against us, basitally-fortunately,
only minorities. .But we still have
the full protection of the South African Cabinet and
government, and also the National Health Ministry,
without which we would never have got as far as we
have now or be alive today.
Martin: Excellent. I’m glad to hear there is at
least someone on your behalf, or at least seemingly
working to your benefit.
Mr. Visser: They have been very helpful, from the
President personally to the Health Minister, has been
canvassing Third World countries, Muslim countries,
everybody that could possibly help in this combat of
AIDS-sort of join forces. We have been lucky. We’ve
been getting a lot of offers of help coming in.
Martin: Do you look at the offers of help as being
bribes or as being genuine offers of help?
Mr. Virser: No, no, no. These are not financial
offers of help, as such; this is more sharing of information. I think the South African government is aware
that they alone would not be able to help us through
this. We’re going to need many governments to help us
get through this.
Martin: You are not an M.D., is that right?
Mr. Visstr:
I’m called an‘ administrator;
it’s
basically the M.D. No, no, no-not medical doctor, no,
no, no. I thought you meant managing director. I’m

What has been the most
dramatic effect is the reversal of
full-blown AIDS .’ Terminal
patients,
full of secondary
diseases, are back at work and
healthy within a month.
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not a doctor, I’m an engineer.
Martin: I see.
Mr. Visser: But I wrote the papers myself and I am
relatively well involved-I
know what’s going on. But
you would have to speak to my wife if it gets too
technical for me.
Martin: I see. Well, you’re describing the kinds
of things that our readers will want to understand about
this research. This is fantastic. Job well done! Fantastic!
Mr. Visser: Thanks. We’re not there yet. We’re
not out of the woods yet, but we’re getting pretty close
at this stage. I can feel by the fatigue he. hat it’s not
that far off. It’s either going to blow-up completely, or
it’s going to break
through. And I’ve
got a feeling that
with enough help
and support it’s
going to break
through.
Martin:
Well, I certainly
hope it does for
your
sake.
It
sounds like there
is so much that can
be done, and probably will be done,
with the help of
some people.
Mr. Visser: There is something you may want to
add. I’ve got a visiting specialist in HIV from a
neighboring country, Dr. Richard Ngwenya.
Look,
he’s been into AIDS research since basically the AIDS
epiden ic, AIDS surfaced.
Martin: Is he an M.D.?
Mr. Visser: He’s an M.D. And he has his own
treatment regime, from China, He does not kill the
virus: he builds up the immune system, the CD4, and
helps the body to combat the virus. The virus stays, but
the patients become relatively healthy again, for a
period. But, as I say, he’s also been after this substance
which could actually kill and get rid of the virus, which
we have now. We don’t have the regime-the
CD4
levels have to be raised slowly by the body itself. So,
the way that our CD4 levels are raised, or T-helper
cells, is by eliminating the virus. We give the body a
chance to recover by itself. His treatment is at the other
end of the line. He just builds up the CD4s with
immune-boosters, generally, because that’s all that has
been available, and he uses whatever else he can lay his
hands on. But if you want to talk to him about the
merits of our treatment, he’s seen the lab results.
Martin: Yes, I would.
Mr. Visser: As an independent evaluator, I think
he’s possibly the only M.D. in South Africa currently
willing to actually put his neck on a block.
Martin: Yes, I would love to speak with him.
What country is he from?
Mr. Visser: From’Zimbabwe, and actually many
years ago he’s gone through exactly the same sort of
persecution that we are going through, which is why
he’s still around.
And I don’t know if you know
Professor Ogle [Ogal?] from Kenya, or Charlie from
Uganda. They are also treaters of AIDS, also being
kept very much from the rest of the world, being
protected and covered. Shall we say the rest of the
world has been kept in the dark about them, apparently-I don’t know them personally, but I sympathize
with their cause, and we have to stick together with a
similar cause. I would like, if possible, to give them
some exposure at-some time because if they’re helping
people they should be pulled out of the closet. But let
me put you onto Dr. Richard Ngwenya. And then you
can speak to Larry afterwards, if you need anything
more. I don’t know what Larry would be able to add to
what I’ve said. I hope it covers everything for the
moment. If you need more, just call me and I will be

happy to help.
Martin: I appreciate your time.
Mr. Visser: Was there anything else you needed
from me?
Martin: No, not really. You’ve been very thorough. I just wish you the very best, is all.
.
Mr. Ibell- Let me get Dr. RichardNgwenyafor you.
Dr. Ngwenya: Hello?
Martin: Good evening.
Dr. Ngwenya: How are you? Where are you?
Martin: I’m in California.
Dr. Nmenya:
Where? San Francisco?
Ma&:
Ni.
.
Dr. Ngwenya: San Diego?
Martin:
Near
Bakersfield, up in
the mountains.
Dr. Ngwenya:
Oh, by the mountains.
Martin:
Yes,
central California.
Dr. Ngwenya:
Ok, let me verify
with you. I hang
around in San Diego. I cross over
the Tijuana border.
You know of those
clinics
across
there?
Martin: Yes, I do. I’ve been spending a lot of time
at the Mexicanclinics becausemy mother hascancer at
the moment.
Dr. Ngwenya: Which clinic in Mexico?
Martin: It’s called Europa Institute of Integrated
Medicine. It’s Dr. Freeman and Dr. Rodriguez.
Dr. Ngwenya: Oh, ok. I’ve never been to Europa,
but I’m heavily connected with American Biologics.
Martin: Interesting.
Dr. Ngwenya: Also, Dr. Clark?
Martin: Helda Clark?
Dr. Ngwenya: Yes, Helda Clark. I did a two week
attachment with her. I did a two-week attachment with
American Biologics.
Martin: You’ve been there visiting with Ziggy for
a while; what is your feeling about Virodene?
Dr. Ngwenya: Let me verify with you. That’s a
missing link which we’re looking for here. In terms of
other problems, the parasites, the gut problems which
you know very well, the fungal problems which you
know very well. [Through my studies on the subject],
the fungal problems which have been seen from all
sorts of funny funguses which we are fighting, these
people have absolutely broken ground here. To get a
good antiviral, antifungal which absolutely is going to
help us. And I’ve been looking through the reports of
some of the patients in terms of viral [level?] going
down drastically within two days, drastically going
down, and the CD4 count doubling within a month.
Martin: Fantastic.
Dr. Ngwenya: So you see, when I heard aboutI’m an investigator-I
just came here to find out what
was happening because I wanted to get some. I don’t
want to be told by a third party.
Martin: Yes.
Dr. Ngwenya: So, I came here because I run a
clinic in Zimbabwe, in conjunction with about 42 doctors in the country.
Martin: Yes.
Dr. Ngwenya: My clinic is the biggest, is a clinic
which can claim to get the so-called AIDS patient, in
six to eight weeks, back to his work place. And I
achieve that by various combinations.
Martin: Now, Ziggy mentioned a product from
China. What is that product?
Dr. Ngwenya: Ah, let me just tell you. It’s known
as Mocrea, M-O-C-R-E-A. A clinical study was done
by Dr:Thomas Sankara in 1989; and-it was repeated

We did it in the open in the various
institute facilities. Everybody was
sort of, almost aware of what was
going on, but they weren’t aware of
what was going on. So, it was done in
the open, but in top secret.
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also in 1990. Now, this product is associated with the
Chinese military. They are actually the main arm in
this one. It is produced in Southern China. You can
find it in New York in Chinatown now.
Martin: Really?
Dr. Ngwenya: That’s what I’ve been telling some
of my patients who I was treating in Mexico, to fiid it
in New York.
Martin: What about San Francisco or Los Angeles
Chinatown?
Dr. Ngwenga: I think it should be there. Just look
around Chinatown and say “Mocrea”. And take this
other name, Tai-Fheng capsule. It’s in a white bottle.
Now, this one is going to help in terms of immunomodulation.
Because, as you know, all the AIDS
problems start from the gut, from the mouth to the
genital organs to the rectum-the
gut. I don’t know
how well versed you are in AIDS. It is important that
you kill the virus from the bloodstream.
It is also
important to [resustuin or resuscftate?]
the gut and
also to get the immune system to move up quickly.
Tonify the liver by decongesting, detoxify. It’s not only
the liver involved, it is also the brain, the kidneys and
other organs. So, I feel that this Virodene issue is going
to be a very, very, interesting issue. I’ve already
planned that, depending on what negotiations I look at,
I should be looking at trying to cap-off the anti-virals
and anti-fungals I use, and replenish them or replace
them with Virodene. So this is what I am looking at.
Martin: I see. Excellent. Have you noticed any
trends, within the last five years, say, in terms of your
AIDS patients? Have they doubled? Or, has it leveled
off7
Dr. Ngwenya: Let me verify with you. I’m actually making a crazy sort of claim where I’m saying, out
of those patients where there is serious liver damage,
liver and lung damage, we are able to put back to work
in 6-8 weeks, 95 percent of our patients.
Martin: That’s fantastic.
Dr. Ngwenya: Now-and I talk with lots of people.
I even communicate with Dr. Sankary. Dr. Sankary ran
away from there and is now hiding in the Japanese
Public Health Ministry. That’s where he is. His name
is Timothy Sankary.
You see, it’s a question of putting the world pieces
together. There is also a very interesting guy-have
you heard of Gaston Naessens in Canada?
Martin: Yes.
Dr. Ngwenya: His product, 714X. I’m in touch
with him now, You see, I investigate and I’m only
trying to stock with the best products.
Martin: I know that Gaston has done fantastic
work in Canada, and I also know that he has really come
up against it. They have tried to stop him, of course, in
the courts. If it were not for the distance and cost, I
probably would have sent my mother to Canada to meet
with him.
Then there is another product
Dr. Ngwenya:
known as C4, just write down. C4 is made by American
Biologics. They are in San Diego. The person to talk
to there is Brigette. I have been using C4 now and it’s
been giving me very, very good results. Within about
a week the patient simply bounces back, because I do
drips-20 minute drips. So all of these things are very
interesting, interlocking-by
the end of this year, I tell
you the AIDS, the so-called AIDS question will be very,
very clear.
Martin: In Zimbabwe have you noticed a marked
increase in other viral diseases, such as some of the
more exotic viruses?
Dr. Ngwenya: Look, don’t be f,gurbledJ, all of
these problems from Herpes to Hepatitis-B, to all these
topical fungal infections, to Syphilis and all these other
STIs [sexually transmitted infections]-there
is also
another problem which we must be very careful with.
Let’s look at this thing from another angle. I’ve found
that the water is contaminated from our sources. The
fish are dying in our area. And the [garbled tape] with
whom I work with-it’s
known.as “open secret” that
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the fish have been dying because of chemical [8arb IedJ.
One of them, which we’ve identified, is [garbled.... ]
causing heavy, heavy toxicity.
Don’t only look at
things like [garblea,
look at other things like chemicals, like ammonium nitrate.
And also look at the
implications of parasites.
Martin: Parasites are tremendously important in
all of this.
Dr. Ngwenya: You can say that again. And part
of my therapy-I
have actually found that parasites are
one of the leading issues, 92 percent of my patients, my
conclusion is that there were parasites. [Garbled,. . . . . ]
I had a bit of equipment
which I’ve been taking
[bringing]
from the U.S.
which I have put together.
Then,
don’t
only be
cheated. Our people are
sick, our animals are sick,
and our plants are sick.
Once I get back I will be
able to send you some of
the issues which are coming out.
Now we are
[garbledj of a fungal infection on maize. This is
a [garbled] this week in
Zimbabwe that part of our
maize yield this year is
going to be a problem because there have been
heavy, heavy rains and the
environment has been a
big dump, and funguses
are coming up very, very
fast. So there are all interesting things which are
coming up. People like you there can button up this
puzzle for us, together, because of your various sources
of information.
Martin: Yes, that’s true.
Dr. Ngwenya: Also, the other problem is the diet.
The patients, you see, they’re getting a cure in the
hospitals. Now, it is difficult to start wghting?] these
people because like, the fungus in beer is also aiding
immune depression; plus, the problem of sugar, as a
growing media for growing candida, as well as other
funguses.
Martin: Do you have any experience with Ebola,
at all?
Dr. Ngwenya: Ebola is a bit far out of our body,
almost four thousand kilometers. And, I’ve not been
having any interest in Ebola, so I don’t want to comment about something which I have not been fighting.

Martin: I understand.
Dr. Ngwenya: Yes. But my conclusion, please, in
Africa-it
seems seven-eighths of our time we’re
fighting funguses. And as soon as I give these patients
all of these therapies, and before even clearing the
fungus, just bringing them to a normal, sort of reasonable level, the patients are taking off from the wheelchair and we start seeing a serious improvement in the
clinical state.
Martin: Let me give you my address and phone
number. - Etc.
Dr. Ngwenya: I will write you a time report, and
then send that to you.
You see, I’m claiming to put a so-called
AIDS patient, in six
to eight weeks, back
to the work place.
This is what I’m saying. I’m approaching the whole thing
from a very conservative point, our patients now who have
been, for two years,
without any problems.
Martin:
Well,
there are two questions. ‘First of all,
how did you get tied
up with the Mexican
clinics? How did you
hear about them?
Dr. Ngwenya: I
investigate seriously
about AIDS. Look,
I’m ex-military, and when my civilian friends don’t
take action, again it is something which I’ve seendepleting population from as far back as 1977. I don’t
find any justification whatsoever to let the situation
keep avenging on our people, just like that. So, I don’t
want to be an accomplice in genocide.
Martin: Yes.
Dr. Ngwenya: Because, you see, if I lie, at some
stage, some truth will catch up with me.
Martin: That’s true,
Dr. Ngwenya: I mean, the truth will catch up with
me if I end up saying, “I don’t know about this,” when
I know what I can do.
There is also a guy known as Corbett [Corbifch?] at
American Biologics. He’s actually in charge of their
media issues. He publishes a few books. He’s a very
interesting guy to talk to, because I send him a bit of
stuff as well.
You see, what is happening in the
Third World here is very, very funny. It’s
an interesting fact that it seems we are not
serious about what we are doing here. There
is no justification for why we have all these
immunosuppression key issues. But the
worst problem is in our water.
I think we’ve established a very good
relationship. Let me just call Ziggy.
Martin: Thank you, so much.
Mr. Visrer: Was this helpful?
Martin: Extremely helpful.
Mr. Virser: And how much circulation? How far are you going to be able to
get this through7 I presume the United
States has put quite a block on our information, from what I’ve gathered.
Martin: I have never heard of it before, and I get news from all over this
country and the world, and I had never
heard of it until last week.
Mr. Visrer: Well, I tell you, it went
out on the 23rd or 22nd. It went out. AP
eicked it un and thev were sauashed almost

We attended a private Cabinet
meeting of the South African
Cabinet and we showed them our
results, and we actually had two
of our patients present. And,
since then the rest is history. You
know, I don’t know how much
was ever published in America,
but the rest of the world has sort
of been going crazy about it.
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within seconds.
Martin: I’m sure.
Mr. Visser: CNN just kept boosting Dr. Egarbledl.
ABC television was suppose to be running with my
wife. CNN was blasting away. Thj thought that we
had actually cured AIDS and the patients were [disease?] free for some period of time, one or two years.
And the very next day, CNN came back on the air-this
was just a distraction, I presume-they
came back on
the air and said, “Oh, there’s a mistake. They’ve
actually found some virus in the lymph and brain
biopsies.” I don’t know if you remember that. But that
was the distraction that [garbledI tried for them not to
pick up, and actually not one in the United States. We
have a lot of associates over there, one in Phoenix,
Arizona; Detroit, Michigan; everywhere-and
none of
our lads picked anything up. We have some go.od
cryonic connections who are using some of my wife’s
technology or experimenting on it, and nobody picked
anything up.
Martin: Well, our newspaper, while we only send
out about three thousand papers a week, however those
three thousand are photocopied and faxed and sent
everywhere. Our paper goes to Australia, New Zealand,
Japan, Canada, Europe, Africa, and all over the United
States.
Mr. Visser: I don’t know if you have the name of
the actual company, if it was given to you. But we
operate as Cryopreservation Technologies.
Martin: No, I did not have that.
Mr. Virrcr: Its a private company, funded by
ourselves, basically. The research is funded by ourselves, up to now. And, as I say, the research has been
done. We’ve split it into subcontracts via five different
organizations, which is why we’ve managed to be able
to push through this far. What you can also say is tha:
it was made-it was the 22nd or 23rd, I would say the
22nd, I’m not sure of the exact date-it actually made
world headlines everywhere, except in the United States.
Even in India and China, it was in their papers, because
of our presentation to the South African Cabir Ed, and
that’s the only reason it did manage to make headlines.
But even so, it was still squashed in the states.
Martin: Amazing. No, it isn’t amazing-it’s
predictable here.
Mr. Asser: I knew it. I didn’t expect it. What
actually happened-a television, a Portuguese, I’ll even
give you his name and his number-he’s
a correspondent for South Africa for SIC, it’s a Portuguese private
television station-he actually offered this to CNN and
they said, “No.” They refused it. They said [paraphrasing],
“No, we’re not interested. No, we’ve got
enough of that in America.” Then he offered it to ABC
television, and they took it. But they didn’t get very
far, apparently.
Martin: That’s also predictable.
Well, I just
wanted to thank you for your time, I know you’re tired
and you probably have a lot of pressureson you, at this
point.
Mr. Visser: Not a problem. We get used to it,
eventually, I’m sure. [Laughter.]
Martin: I will also give Larry a call.
Mr. Visser: Yes, please do. He’s an American, by
the way. He’s been living here for four years now. Do
you know Ben Johnson, the disgraced Olympic gold
metalist?
Martin: Yes.
Mr. Visser: Well, Larry is his ex-agent. And now
he’s our agent. That’s basically-he
just picked up on
the news and the next thing I knew, he was here. I was
so swamped under, I said, “Look, sit down and take the
phone.” And he’s been with us ever since.
Martin: That’s funny.
Mr:Visrcr: He’s a great guy.
Martin: Well, again, I appreciate your time. Would
you please thank Richard for me, as well as your wife?
Mr.Vkr.
TbanLsal*Rick’Iapprw&etheklp.
See nexf few pages for more information
breaking story.
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Cryopreserv
Techn
More
OnVirodene
PO58
Cayapreservatioa Technologies

Basic analvses of results obtained in anti-HIV trial
Julv 1996-December 1996 (12 uatients)
Background:
* HIV infection occurs when the human immune deficiency virus enters the bloodstream.
.
* The virus replicates at an enormous rate (10 billion per day is produced).
l In the healthy patient the virus is effectively
destroyed by the patients competent immune system, and the virus is kept at bay. *
* T-helper cells (CD4) regulate the body immunity (defense against infection and cancer).
* These CD4 cells are unfortunately slowly killed by the virus.
* This causes the virus to increase its numbers because the body immunity against the virus is getting progressively ‘worse.
* When the CD4 count drops below 200 cells/microliter, the patient’s defense mechnanisms collapse and secondary bacterial as .well as fungal
infections start to develop.
* CD4 counts below 50 cells/microlitre means total collapse of the immunity and the patient now has so called “full blown AIDS”. (No known
medication to date can reverse “full-blown AlDS”.)
New treatment trends:
* The latest research shows that by stopping the enormous replication of the HIV virus, this would stop the killing of most important T-helper cells
(CD4) so that their levels could increase to a point where the body itself could eradicate the HIV virus completely.
* The medication we use does exactly that, by inhibiting the virus replication.
* In this way the body gets a second chance to heal itself.
Mea.ruring treatment response:
* PCR: This is a sensitive and specific method to measure total virus count in the blood.
* In a patient not infected with HIV, the PCR is negative.
* The more advanced the disease the higher the PCR value.
* Full blown AIDS would have PCR values of more than one million.
* Early in the disease, PCR could be from 5,000-20,000 HIV-1 RNA copies/ml of plasma.
l PCR counts correlate
well with progression of the disease, quality of life, as well as survival of the HIV infected patient.
* Note:

CD4 Range = greater than 400 is normal.

Other tests, greater than 1200 is normal.

Results acheived:
* To say the least, our results exceeded our wildest expectations.
* After refining our treatment regimen, we witnessed several cases where PCR went down from figures like 1.2 million to as low as 9500!!! (This
after only two weeks.)
* This specific case was a patient with full blown AIDS!
* In this case CD4 went up from 14/microliter to lOO/microliter.
l Similar results were achieved
in our other patients.
* Our most astounding result was the clinical improvement seen in our patients! (This is, after all, the most importnat aim of any treatment.)
* Subsequently we will show you a graphical presentation of some more of our results.
l Most importantly,
we would like the honorable Members of l *** to talk to our patients themselves, and see what their thoughts .are concerning the
..
change of their clinical. condition.
* CD4 level of new patient at 130, rose to 526 with 1 l/2 weeks of one treatment.
Side effects:

* Minimal nausea and poor digestion were reported by some of our patients. This was eliminated by reducing red meat intake.
* Transient skin reaction due to local application did not cause any non-compliance.
l Comprehensive
screening for any metabolic abnormalities was done on all patients, with no negative results.
Conclusion:
* Considering these astounding results achieved in such a short time frame, we are convinced that appropriate resources could help us to refine our
technique to &point where the current HIV patient could have a normal quality of life, and possibly a normal life expectancy.
* To eradicate the virus completely would be our ultimate goal, and in our opinion is a definite possibility in an early-infected patient.
* A final but very important fact is the relative cost-effectiveness
of the treatment, as well as the good compliance that can be expected from the present
twice-weekly skin application regiment.
* Currently all patients are in remission. CD4 equals three at greater than 450, and three at greater than 700. Viral loads are nil, or below 10,000.

On the next 4 pages we present a collage of headlines from various newpapers from around the world.
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So,AfricanPetition
CurrentlyIn Circulation
This letter is addressed to the Medicines
Control Council and the South African Government.

The proof is in the blood
ct IO human guinea Pigs

AIDS-four
words mean a million deaths.
In today’s society, statist& claim that one out
of every eight people, in Gauteng alone, has
HIV or AIDS.
You cannot be infected by touching or holding someone with AIDS, and yet AIDS sufferers are branded and are outcasts of society due
to the misconception
of this disease.
Nowadays, if you are diagnosed with AIDS
you are actually given the death penalty. You
are told that here is no cure and you go home
to wait until you die, but if you can afford the
costs of the medicines available for AIDS you
just might live a little while longer, with excruciating pain, terrible side-effects and no money.
The 3 cocktail, which is one of the medicines available can cost you anything from one
Thousand to two Thousand Rands a monthcould you afford this
AZT, also another
well known ‘*AIDS
fighter”, has been proven to destroy the bone
marrow (which produces the white blood cells
[fighter cells]) beyond repair. But if your CD4
(white cell count) is below 200 there is no hope
at all!
Prisoners on death row are given a last request, shouldn’t an AIDS sufferer be given one,
too?
This petition is for the Medicines Control
Council and the Government to stop thinking
about ways and means to make money or politics out of suffering. Give the people who are
dying, and have NO other hope besides a flicker
of light, Virodene PO58.
There is absolutely no evidence of liver toxicity, no harmful side-effects, and this treatment
cannot be associated with causing Cancer, since
it is a well known treatment for Cancer sufferers. Why has the MCC halted this discovery?
Could it be because they cannot be paid 1.5
million for every 10 patients on trial with the 3
cocktail, or could it be because they don’t hold
the patent and therefore have no say as to how
much the cost of Virodene PO58 should be????
If your son or daughter had AIDS and was
dying, what would you do???
Because, in the end, it’s always someone’s
child.
Thank you for your support,
The AIDS sufferers of Gauteng.
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David Miller’s Silver Bullet

TakingBackTheCourts
FromTheCrooks
BehindTheBarAndBench!
Editor’s

note:

895-822-4176

/or

You can contact

TW

WQRD ot

ax audio trdxsc”iPtiofl

of this

important
material.
See Doris EMer ‘r comments ox
p. 21 for more about this subject.

316197 #2

HATONN

TRANSCRIPTION;
DAVID
MILLER

TAPES

(Date of taping unknown but believe it to be no
earlier than late 1996.)
[Bob James: This is what I refer to as the “silver
bullet”.
It is a new approach to the law that was
discovered and perfected by a fellow by the name of
David Miller who was an English teacher. This will
develop as the film goes on and YOU’11see What he is
talkin.!! about

and how You StrWUre

Yom

law and

pleadings and why you do it this way. It is all based
basically on the going back to the “law of the flags” and
how the Court system of the United States, and basically
all over the world, has usurped the power of the people
by and through Admiralty courts. This information
Presents a method whereby judges and attorneys canbe
sued. The charges would require very heavy jail terms
aS well as fines as call be shown in this film. This Mr.
Miller is easy to understand and is very articulate but
this will require attention and a lot of learning. The
information is fascinating but needs t0 be attended to
the last detail, so we must learn carefully and avoid
carelessness. Through these new approaches the Constitutional Law Center Can become a great entity and
literally fulfill its name.]
SIDE B, TAPE 1: Tape counter: 0.12
[QUOTING, DAVi? MILLER:]
I’ll first give you a little background about myself.
I went to JohnM=s~lHigh School, which school was
named after Supreme Court Justice John Marshall.
That was a very relative Part of mY life when it came
time for me to start studying law. I started that study
in 1980.
When I finished High School I went into the Air
Force, and after leaving the Air Force I went to work at

For more information:
David
Miller taw Procedures
P.O. Box 787
Brookfield,
WI 53008-0787

A. 0. Smith in Milwaukee.

One of the first things that

11earned there is that you aren’t ever going to get rich

by your back just doing hard work. It took only about
six weeks of working in a hard job at the age of 21 to get
myself enrolled in a night school at MATC and then
later I enrolled in day school full time using the GI Bill,
allowing me to work nights.
I went to college for ten years, became a teacher,
and taught college for three years as an Industrial
Artist.
I went through a divorce in 1980, over 15 years ago,
and found myself paying support of $2,500 a month and
ended up only able to see my children one weekend a
month. When the argument was presented to the judge
it came down to “Well, you have no Constitutional
rights..,“. I asked about my “equal protection” of the
law and that was my wake-up call. I said that I didn’t
remember giving up my rights or surrendering my
Constitution
to anybody or signing my rights away to
anybody and so I went and got the book, starting by
taking John Marshall as a role model and reading what
he had to write. The man had a very unique style of
writing. He said what he wanted to say and he meant
what he said and wanted to mean. When I finished
Justice ~ahall’s
material, I turned to the work of the
other Supreme Court Justices and checked out how they
did their writing.
There were parallels in their style but one thing was
very defined as Justice Marshall articulated on definitior,ts of his words. In other words, he took control of
the WORDS.

Now, how many of you here believe that 2 + 3 = 41
TOplus to equals for. Two plus too equals four. There
are 26 ways to write 2 plus 3 equals 4. Did you hear
what I said when I said what I meant when I said what
I said?
The point here is that you can’t believe what you
hear and don’t believe what is written and put in front
of you. Words have multiple definitions. Words have
multiple sounds. The one thing is that every word must
be absolutely defined when you are talking about law.
IT IS THE “WILL OF INTENT”.
Now, when you read in “PERJURY”, “perjury”
reads that “you must prove the intent” of a person’s
actions-in order for them to “cause” the violation.
Aviolation is criminal. Criminal comes from the
“will of the mind”. When you look up “will” in
Black’s Law Dictionary
you are going to find a
couple of pages with definitions and examples of
that which happens when a person dies, how
property is divided. But the word “will” in itself
is only one line in definition reserved for crtminol
activity. It is ua state of mind”. A second cross-

reference for this is Federal Rules of Procedure, Section
9b under “fraud” and “condition of mind”. The “condition of mind” is what the will is-the will of intent.
So it is required that you look up not only a word and
the synonyms of words but, in addition, how they
interface with other words.
In Black ‘s Law Dictionary you have several words
that are incorporated and they take one word and join
it to others to form phrases. You’ll see it where it says
“will of intent” where another word is “allegiance”
The word “allegiance” has a synonym of “oath” as in
“allegiance of oath” and “oath of allegiance”. So you
need to look up the definition of each word and how
these words work together as joined together by a
preposition.
I’m going to go over a bunch of different sctnarios
today, in English. In the last 20 seminars that I have
taught I have given people a fish because they were
hungry, Then after they ate that they wanted another
fish. What I was doing was giving specific examples in
law, as far as subject matter goes, and as each one was
[Doris:
exhausted the listeners were still hungry.
Please be patient, for to be an English proponent-this
man is all over the place and is guilty of terrible
grammar and English structure in his speeches.] In
other words, they weren’t learning. They were only
allowing me to think FOR them. So, about ten days ago
we did a seminar in Spokane and what I did there was
to initiate an English course because I found that
people don’t know how to read and write. As interested
as everyone is, and as well as ey write their law briefs,
they do not know how to rea 2 or write. This is where
I needed to establish a foundation of communication.
After establishing a foundation then everything said
following that was well taken.
I studied from 1980 to 1990, this subject matter,
because this is the way our law is written, using
conclusionary law. I felt that there was a philosophy in
that if you copy a successful person then you will be
successful. Therefore, I looked up the ten top lawyers
in Milwaukee County. I looked at all their cases, their
styles in writing, from the way they dressed to doing
their law briefs. I found that I was able to establish the
style of how the format of these documents were put
together on any subject that you wanted to take. I also
looked at the definitions of the words that they were
using and how they created their language. By 1980 I
had had 63 hearings regarding parenting of my children by using the style which appeared the most appropriate to my cases.
Every time I said “yes” they said “no”, every time
I said “no” they said “yes”-which
means that we were
at a standoff. There was obviously something WRONG.
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We were dealing with subject matter and NOT a procedure. I had, therefore, to go on and crack the formula
used by the trained judicial parties involved. This leads
to another story and it will set the foundation for you of
how I got into law to establish the law.
I am NOT practicing law in any capacity. 1 have
not and am not breaking any laws. I have merely taken
the*opportunity of showing people how to write sentences as to structure using prepositions, nouns, verbs,
adverbs, etc. It is as simple as that; I use law as an
example only. We could talk about how to build a
tractor or how to do welding, using this technology, or
any other topic. I am well versed in multiple subjects.
I taught college for three years; this is purely use of
English. I take the English words and put them into
meaningful definitions such as exampled here today.
This certainly doesn’t mean that I have broken any law
or every English teacher in the United States would
have been shot down and all dictionaries would have to
have been destroyed.
I went out to Montana and spent a week in Cat
Creek teaching the Freemen, eight of them, the procedure on how to read the law, how to understand the
nouns, verbs and prepositions.
From that, Leroy
Schweitzer, Dan Petersen, and Mr. Clark constructed
their Title 42 action and then had the format for the
other 24 defendants who were up at the farm.
While I was in Montana there were moved in two
155mm. Howitzers, land based Howitzers, into a gravel
pit seven miles south of the Freeman camp. This was
witnessed by Patriots in the area. An area five miles
wide was cleared in preparation for use of the Howitzers so if they were used the flash and concussions
would not be seen or heard. it would be perceived as
nothin,: more than”distant thunder”. A 155mm. Howitzer lhrows a shell which puts a hole in the ground
about 50 ft. wide and 30 ft. deep. It goes some 20 miles
into the air and comes back down silently. The theory
was if the farm would blow up there be no witness and,
\ herefore. “no crime”.
The use of the Howitzers was put aside because
Terry Duke got on television and reported that there
were between 5 and 10 million Patriots in the U.S.
ready to go to war in the event that the Freemen were
killed. Another factor was that the report stated that
the Freemen were ARMED and the Freemen were on
“foreign” soil. This was under the auspices of an old
Indian Treaty and that is why the government agents
couldn’t trespass on that land. It is qualified as a
“foreign country”. That was the secret that was kept
and never released to the public. My own Canton, Ohio
tapes were taken in and played for the Freemen. Leroy
Schweitzer and Clark took the tape in and they showed
them what a Title 42 looks like and at that time they
surrendered because they identified with the remedv
‘to break the law to enforce the law” . . .the procedurk
outlined what they had to do, on paper, as well as
verbally, to be found innocent and to prove that what
bad happened to them was a “fraud”. Then when it
went to court on July 16th. they did,have a Common Law
Court and brought forth a judge who dismissed the
charges against the Freemen. They were taken then,
back to jail as “political prisoners” and held there and
are still being held because the prisoners refuse to sign
a statement to not talk about the bank fraud in the
United States.
Because of their highly exposed media response
upon the release of these men you would have every
news network in the U.S. right there. The Freemen
have the proven documentation to certify the bank
fraud in the United States. The banks are doing more
than taking our sweat-equity of the future and loaning
it to us at 20Y0 interest. They are not creating money
but are creating credit through contracts. This means
t&at the money in point doesn’t exist and therefore they
haven’t yet created it. It will always be “in the future”
and not in whe present”.
That aImighty dollar that we have is being held in
our hnds and the&ore is “present” today. The gov-
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ernment can create a “present” entity. This is where the
banks, therefore, have the power to create something
that hasn’t happened as yet. They cannot be tried and
found guilty for that which has not yet happened. Two
objects cannot occupy the same space at the same time.
Therefore, this is a fraud. Therefore, case dismissed.
[Doris: Boy, this is about as bad a tape as I have
ever tried to decipher. Some of the words I can’t make
out and I hate to attempt to go simply by phonetics
because “words” are the point of the whole thing. I can
only do the best I can and put it down as best I can hear
it.]
So, how do you prosecute that? “The car neglected
to stop.” Nicholson’s Title 43 U.C. 1986. This is a
“negative fact” and if it is a negative fact that means it
has already happened and therefore you can try it. If
you make the assumption that the car WILL NOT
STOP, well it can’t be tried until the action actually
takes place. That is an assumption and “assumptions”
are not legal and therefore if we create money based on
future sweat-equity by contract, the contract is binding
only at that point in time that it takes place-as it takes
place. This means that it will always be in the future
and not in the present. Therefore it can never be triedbecause it hasn’t happened. And yet if you don’t do it
the minute, the second you go through it, you become a
“negligence*-you
didn’t stop and therefore you are
negligent and now you have breached the contract and
now they can try you. The trick comes in right here in
the WORDS and it is all in the words and all in the time.
Words must be highly defined as beginning with the
contract and all things must be timely. This is the
secret that the United States Government does NOT
want the Joe-Public to know about: the bank fraud.
There will be more and more action when this is
spread around a bit more and more people are informed
about how time is relevant to the bank fraud. You
people here are the first to know about this other than
the Freemen.
You take these procedures and you stand on them.
If you do so you will get an understanding of the power
of what this procedure does.
[Doris: Audience participant speaks but it is inaudible.]
I will address the tax issues for everybody. The
“paper money” is a subject matter. It exists, it is now,
the government can produce it. If you try and produce
it without authorization it is called counterfeiting. The
banks CANNOT be charged with counterfeiting because it hasn’t happened. It has never happened and
never will happen for it is always “in the future”. They
have a highly defined contract of what is going to
happen in the future. But if all things are “timely” it is
like, if I’m holding a gun and point it at you, as long as
the gun doesn’t KO off I’m not guilty of anything,
corr&t’l You haven’t been injured.-If, however; I drop
the hammer and the bullet actually touches you then
there is a violation. If I miss, the bullet misses you,
there may be intent in that the intent would be that the
bullet is supposed to go out of the gun when it happens
but if there is no “will”-because
if the will was there
you would have been hit by the bullet. You might well
be in trouble for scaring somebody, though.
Why can’t they be tried? The Federal Reserve
Notes are today’s sweat-equity. You work, you have
already worked and now I am going to give you money
for it. The contract with the bank is predicated on thein other words they are going to loan you, the note they
are going to give you, is predicated on your sweatequity that you are going to earn in the future and then
give it back to them. Now as long as you make, every
time you make your payment, you have met the word of
the contract. Contracts supersede the Constitution. If
.you honor the contract, therefore, you will pay according to the contract. As long as you keep doing that, the
sweat-equity is being earned in the future and you are
paying them at a specific point in time, by contract. So
you have therefore met your contract obligation. They
haven’t created anything and you give them back wme-
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thing because you promised to give it to them. They
have NOTHING; they have created nothing. They just
created something that they say if you stay in their
house, for instance, you must give me this much so you
can stay in the house. I have the rodeo title to the
house-not
allodial, rodeo. Allodial title is what, if
you bought, sold, traded or given away. You can’t join
anything to it. You can’t join anything to an allodial
title so they have to put a “Rodeo” title on top of the
allodial. Then you can do what the mortgage says, into
the future. It is never tied to the allodial and upon a
point in time when the debt is due, this is when you are
responsible, by contract, to pay it. If you don’t, you pay
a fine. If you go too far behind you use it and they take
it away from you. But at no point in time have they ever
created any money where they would be actually guilty
of counterfeiting.
Audience speaker: What is the essence, then; of the
bank’s fraud?
Dave M. : The “intent”. What it is and what they are
not doing, is that they are not giving you the “will of the
intent of the contract” for what it is that they are giving
you. In other words, when you are done paying off the
contract thirty years later you still own nothing. You
don’t owe them anything but you can’t get the allodial
title to the property. They never owned it in the first
place. They just had a rodeo title of statehood to
manage the land but the allodial is still owned by the
You haven’t bought or sold anything.
government.
You are just paying rent. Everybody is just a renter
today. In other words, nothing is created from nothing.
It goes right on to example, buying a car with nothing
but nothing. Then it is paid back with nothing but
nothing.
If you had silver in your hands it would
actually be money.
The U.S. has set silver at $39 an ounce even though
it sells for only $7 an ounce in coinage and, invault, $5
bucks an ounce. So you go out and buy a silver coin and
present it to the government to pay your taxes at a value
rate of $39 per ounce.
The “will of the intent” is explained to you and it is
all in the function. It takes place in the future and is not
tangible at this point in time. Therefore it hasn’t
happened yet. But they say “If you want to live here and
if you want to keep our guys in the closet off your back,
then you are going to go ahead at this point in time and
give us $500 per month and you can live here keeping
a roof over your head.” That is what is going on.
The power that they have and the knowledge that
they have is that we are going to loan you your sweatequity, we are going to contract the sweat-equity of
your future. We are going to get a contract today and
you are going to pay me everything you make for the
next thirty years. It is done through contract because
contracts supersede Constitutional law.
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and send them to a bank in Colorado. Could Mr. Green
be orchestrating this?
They could plan to wait until immediately prior to
the next hearing about the three allegedly stolen corporations involving Green and Tuten and do another
switcher00 which would be the third attempt at theft of
those corporations.
The hrst time might have been a
“semi-honest” mistake-number
two was criminal and
number three will merit some time in the pokey. Maybe
it is time everybody who thinks “dear little Betty”
wouldn’t be a part of such heinous operations rethink
their position.
Let us always assume that there will be TWO angels
on your shoulders, readers, just as are on mine. If we
only listen to the physical gossip of the slick Willie to
the dark side of our being we will be sucked into the web
of deceit because the lies are so smooth.
Will there ever be hard evidence that Green, Horton
and Abbott are behind it? Of course, because it is
probable that the law will go in and take the computers
of these culprits. What is so sad, however, is that these
were TRUSTED friends. Therefore, the pain of confrontation comes so terribly hard on those precious
people over in Las Vegas.
And what of Greens7 Who cares? Just be alert and
awake because apparently Desired has left George, or at
the least did not move WITH him to Idaho but instead
went to Hawaii-if
you can believe anything George
presents.
Her wisdom has never been reflected so
clearly before, however, so we do not know what is
going on, other than they took the title from Global
Sciences and developed a Desired book distributorship
out of Nevada called Global Insights. It appears Dean

A Personal.Note

From DorisEkker

After the hearing in Fresno we went to the Advanced Corporation Seminar at Nevada Corporate HeadA NOTE FROM Doris Ekker:
quarters in Las Vegas to see if there is new information
I am trying to learn quickly because E. J. and I have we should be using in our attempts to shelter the
Institute, etc. There we learned that just the week
realized, lately, in the course of one court confrontation
following another, that if we are to have anything other before it had been discovered that three key employees
than total stripping of all we hold dear along with any had allegedly stolen client lists, corporate forms workhope of simple survival, we must take a different tack books and other valuable information and were starting
within the courts-and
DO IT OURSELVES AS a competing business named Nevada Corporate Strategies. Shades of Sacramento when George Green and
QUICKLY AS WE CAN LEARN.
Commander assures us that that is the point of the Gary Anderson set up their scam of the Constitutional
whole exercise for if we cannot do somethingto bring Law Center, Inc. by stablishing the Constitutional Law
Centre Trust to skive off funds intended for the CLC
the judicial system back under the will of the peoplewe are ALL going down. I think that, had we not lived
through and experienced these past ten years, we would
not have been able to see this need. It is surely as deadly
a game being played out in the courts across the world
as any game conjured by mankind to destroy a world.
With every encounter we are, however, being shown
to whom and where to turn to begin to learn the basics
of once again having hope of finding Common Law
reestablished, and this will serve EVERY nation in the
world if we but move as a “whole” in simple concert to
our “old” drummer which offered freedom, and JUSTICE in the courts.
“Common Law” is simply based on COMMON
MAN and COMMON SENSE based on Common Commandments as handed down by GOD-without
the
Donations
to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two
garbage of Religious INDOCTRINATION. You know,
tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise
noted.
the old thou-shalt-nots: Thou shall not kill. Thou shall
Postage
is
included
in
tape
prices.
not commit adultery. Thou shall not steal and so onPlease send check or money order to: THE WORD, P.O. Box 6194, Tehachapi,
but first, Thou SHALL NOT HAVE ANY OTHER
CA
93582 or call 805-822-4176
if you have questions
or you wish to use your
GODS BEFORE ME. Why? Because they will be false
gods and suck us into their traps and tricks.
The
Visa, Discover or Master Card.
religious aspects of the Commandments are obviously
If you desire to automaticallyreceive
tapes from future meetings, please send
for the benefit of the controllers who control through
at least a $50 donation
from which tape costs will be deducted.
We will try to
religious FEAR and extract money and homage from
notify
you
as
your
balance
reaches
zero.
you under some guise of an “in” with God that surely
The following
is a partial
list of older items but including
all of the most
you and I can’t experience.
current meeting dates, with the number of tapes in bold, in parentheses,
and
E.J. and I have had an interesting but debilitating
couple of weeks which need a lot of “digesting” as we
mentioning
if the meeting has a special focus:
have both faced the devil and been delivered by God.
l/7/96 The Trouble With Lawyers(Z); l/2 l/96(2);
Perhaps the one saving idea of these modern Military/
2/4/96
Jeff Rense’s “Fifth Column” interview (3);2/11/96 (3); 2/25/96
Christopher Reeve
Admiralty courts is to delay everything until all the
interview
on
“Larry
King
Live”
(2);
3/l
O/96
(3);
money is sucked away and transferred into the boys-of3/l 7/96 (3)Deepak
Chopra “The Wizard Within” & George Hunt “1987
Wilderness
the-club-the
lawyers and courts.
Actual “jailing”
Conference”; 3/31/96 (2) Dr. Carlson D.D.S.; 4/l 4/96 (3); 4/28/96 (2)Desire & Intention;
seems to be a terror-tactic used by the Judge. We shall
5/l 2/96 (3) Mother’s Day; 6/2/96 (3); 6/l l-1 2/96 (4) Beginning of New Phase;
see whether it is with this Judge Coyle. He has not yet
ruled.
6/l 6/96 (4) Father’s Day; 6/23/96 (3) Major Ed Dames interview on “Remote Viewing”;
The joy we have experienced otherwise out of this
6/30/96 (2); 7/l l/96(2) Wally Gentlemen & George Van Noy;7/21/96
(2);8/4/96 (2);
assault of terror is that we have gained so much as to be
8/l 7/96 (4) “Little Crow”; 8/l 8/96 (4) 81 8/l 9/96 (3) Teddy from Canada & Commander
overwhelming and thus this writing.
Hatonn; 8/20/96 (2) Road Tour of Tehachapi; 8/28/96 (4) David Icke;
We have don,e all that we can do in this preliminary
9/l /96 (3) Norio Hayakawa; g/8/96 (3) jUDCEAKNT DAY-1995, a dramatization;
phase of the Federal Court with USP and Timothy
g/22/96
(4) Gary Wean & Field Report From The Clays; 1 O/6/96 (3) Farrakhan in Canada;
Binder’s attorneys sucking us dry of all possible esteem
11/2/96 (3); 11/24/96 (2); 12/8/96(2)
; 12/29/96(2);
and worthiness-until
we sit back and look at the
2/l g/97(4) David Miller Tapes; 2/23/97(2)
Little Crow tape;
incredible lack of morality, ethics, truth and/or intent
to preserve the message of LIGHT and/or Walter
%3/3-4/97(8) Eustace Mullins & Cort Christie; 3/l O/97(2) David Miller Tapes.
Russell’s standing in the glory of God’s intentions.
3/8/97 #1

DORIS EKKER
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Stonier didn’t want to bother with suits so we assume it
is operative since we have had several catalogs mailed
to us recently.
The most blessed and wonderful thing to happen to
us personally, here, in a long, long time was the week
Eustace Mullins spent with us in Nevada and here in
Tehachapi.
Also, Little Crow, back on his feet stronger than
ever, came for a visit to reconnect with his recognition
of Spotted Eagle Owl and he will be on board as well as
will Eustace for our next ventures into the judicial
world of “let’s clean it up”.
Eustace has entered many suits over the years
without great success but now considers that what we
have introduced to him is THE MISSING LINK in
getting within the system LEGALLY AND LAWFULLY
and “can”, if done wisely and “perfectly”, quietly and
judiciously, turn around the system which works, like
a shadow government, in the secret courses of changed
and broken laws. Eustace returned home to reconstruct
ALL of his cases as quickly as he can get enough
information available to DO THE JOB CORRECTLY.
Will Ekkers be in jail rather than offending the
courts? We will wait and see. But we feel this way
about it: Never again “defend” selves but get on the
other side and cause the bastard creatures to defend
themselves. If this is called “offending” or “offensive”,
fine.
Our hopes, and full expectations, are that Gene
Dixon will continue,to head the Constitutional Law
Center and bring in a couple of “Common Law” advisers for that branch of the team which needs interchange
with the established courts and can KNOW what each
detailed rebuttal should be. Wayne John may work
closely with him as he is in contact with many of the
people who have used and developed some excellent
Common Law technology.
We are not interested, at
least at this time, in duplicating the present court
system if we can utilize methods which allow us to
function within it. We are not in a war-we simply
demand that those in the system live up to their own
oaths and stop the fraud upon the people.
This was what the Constitutional Law Center was
established to do and we finally see a way that it can
reach its potential.
I have attempted over the past couple of days to
transcribe tapes furnished by David Miller regarding
paper structure and courtroom actions, but they are
more than I can handle because in one day I moved from
four tapes to nine 90-minute tapes.
And still we
wouldn’t have the backup paperwork to do a decent job
of presenting the course of ideas sufficiently.
Bob
James is proceeding to get what he can get directly from
Mr. Miller and then begin to set up some seminars and
“classes” ASAP. However, as you might guess, Mr.
Miller has to struggle just to stay ahead of the wolves.
THE GOVERNMENT AND JUDICIAL SYSTEM DO
NOT WANT HIS KNOWLEDGE OUT THERE AMONG
THOSE AWFUL CITIZENS.
Commander has asked that the two tapes which
seem to be from a seminar by Dave Miller, be sent out
as “Word” tapes for your information so that you readers can be as current as are we. Again, as with all
dangerous things-the
more quickly we get LOTS of
attention the longer our people can stay alive.
This has to be a valid possibility of working, friends,
because the Judicial Committees, the Judges’ Councils
and Clubs, along with government supported classes
(using U.S. grant money-yours)
are now being established-TO
COUNTER AND “MANAGE” THIS
“MOVEMENT” OF COMMON LAW.
Right here is where there will be a center whereat
such as V.K. Durham, Eustace Mullins, Dave Miller,
and, and, and.. . can gather and work and/or work
through a computer network.
Note I did not say
“internet” for there is where you will be blacked, given
false information as often as truth-and
generally be
blocked. Warm bodies in proximity so that minds can
relate to one another is the nriceless asnect of this work
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that Commander Hatonn suggests for us to pursue until
we KNOW each other and can discern enemy from
friend.
E. J. and I were back in court yesterday to set a trial
date for the now defunct “house property” case after it
was reduced to nothing save more time on the pay-out
block to the lawyers. The attorney has filed a -Writ”
against the judge in the Appeals Court to have information, which IS THE CASE, returned to ability of use
with a jury. Mr. Tips was accused by the Judge, at least
twice, of malpractice so he basically did the work of
assembling evidence. We don’t know how that will
turn out other than to have lost another so-called
friend. You know, like “how dare you suggest I might
have somehow hurt you...?” By golly, Miss Molly, I
might as well try to figure out Miss Dolly the clone
because I could swear all attorneys are totally cloned
small Judges growing up and not yet fully “downloaded”-or
perhaps the term should be “uploaded”.
As to the US&P affair? Oh my... what a heartbreaker, but another one of those things we have to face
along this journey and what a delight to KNOW the
history of this, now, first hand.
Eustace Mullins states that his father helped fix up
the old Dooley estate (Swannanoa Palace) with and
FOR Walter and Lao Russell. Eustace, as a child with
other children, used the old palace as a playground.
The building was almost unsalvageable at the time.
Eustace remembers well when the Russell’s took it over
and somewhat reclaimed it. In fact, after Walter died,
Lao once hinted that she would like Eustace to run the
place but, being busy with his own affairs, he declined.
Mr. Binder, former President of US&P, wrote in a
rebuttal to a CONTACT reader’s letter, that there were
12 years between Walter’s first wife and Lao’s appearante in his life. No, that is not so and we could offer
newspaper clippings from a New York paper showing
that there was much gossip, scandal and attention to the
fact that Lao was instrumental in the breakup of Walter’s
marriage. This is of no consequence or interest to meonly in that how could one touting full control over
something such as USP know so little and still feed such
perjurious testimony to the Judge.
Why are we going to go over these cases ad
infinitum? Because these will be the TRAINING cases
with which we are most familiar, They will constitute
our “workshop” hands-on tools through which use we
can literally in “live time” test the system(s). The
credible team is being assembled, and they are not
necessarily the same ones called “patriots”. Patriots
who take up arms to gain some elusive goal are not
patriots in deed; they may be tyrants of another color of
lawlessness.
We cannot gain LAW through LAWLESSNESS!
Neither can we gain TRUTH through
TRUTHLESSNESS-THE
LIES!
We find that everything is backwards. We have to
bring that which is within-without,
reverse the order
presented to us in these cases, begin at the end of the
accusations and then we find that their cases are presented in fraud, mail-fraud, mis-titles, mis-printing
and are erroneous and corrupted from the top of their
PAGE ONE, the cover page. The case then falls to the
“trying” in a FOREIGN NATION UNDER A FOREIGN
FLAG. It is not an Admiralty court as such-only a use
of Admiralty power through something unique: the
changing and corruption of a national flag into something that represents NO NATION AT ALL but, rather,
creates a “foreign” nation over which no one within th:
nation usurped, has control. There are no laws except
those made by the culprits themselves to govern such
courts. A GOLD FRINGE changes any flag, State or
National, into a “false” flag and renders it “foreign”.
When you enter the “bar” area of the courtroom flying
fringed flags, no matter how tiny the fringe, you enter
into a “foreign” jurisdiction.
All I know about this so far indicates that the boys
in the black robes are seriously concerned about this
outgoing of information-because
they can each get up
to hundreds ofvears of incarceration for treason, among
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other crimes. The “hidden” is now becoming “known”
and once the people learn about this it will be over for
the Royalty of the Throne. Why? Because too many
PEOPLE have been so damaged by this system as to
cause them to demand change. Frankly, the changeback is not very much-change
back the flags to Nation
and State authority under the Constitution-and
you
again have Common Law Courts.
Will the black robes fall easily? They don’t have a
choice! We intend to do it RIGHT and, therefore, the
choice will be WITH THE PEOPLE where it rightfully
belongs.
I would like to share a personal recognition that I
do not have to know what lies ahead as it will always
evolve in its perfect sequence for ability to accomplish
that which is so elusive from moment to moment. If I
do not fall before those who discount both myself and
my Teacher, then we can prevail. Difficult? Oh my
goodness, just this week came a blast which knocks the
wind from my sails-but when the ridiculousness of the
attacker hits the brain, there is realization of what this
IS, in fact. Just another seeker finding but cannot
understand their own silly games and ego corruption
and demands.
Commander has never suggested you simply believe him-or me. He asks that you study all you can
find and then you can discern but you have to look
without the “me”-ness and into the realms of TRUTH to
make such discernment FOR SELF. I can continue to
grow and hopefully become more brave in confronting
the authoritarian “assumers” of their own misleadings.
How can I KNOW such things? Because I KNOW that
my SOURCES are both CORRECT AND RIGHT. Therefore, if my lessons differ from those of another-I know
that “other” to be WRONG in, at the least, concept. I
may personally fall short-but
MY TEACHERS DO
NOT EVER FALL SHORT OF TRUTH AND/OR PERFECTION. If I doubt I am restored by proof; if 1 am
weak I am restored with strength ever greater and
greater in receiving and when I must have deeper
confirmation-all
I have to do is look at the “star” that
changes to”golden” fromthe sparkling”rainbow lights”
of the strobe-field.
The most beautiful one thing of this new thrust
toward reclaiming that which is “right” and “just” is
simply my own confirmation that the schedule is right
on track for THIS, friends, is THE ONE PLACE WE
CAN EACH AND EVERY ONE TAKE PART AND
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ALL OF US HAVE BEEN AWAITING THAT PORTION WHEREIN EACH OF US CAN EQUALLY
SHARE. And, since we can’t afford to bring us all to
the “mountain” (of know-how), perhaps we can gather
enough to bring some of the mountains to us, together,
and we can at the least, share through tapes, lectures,
workshops and such, with ALL who would participate.
Our paper can finally realize its cause of birthing. Can
“they” shut us down? Perhaps, but there will henceforth always be some to take our places if that should
happen. What I believe will happen is that the whole of
the judicial clan will likely, at some time, SHIFT
OVER in order to save their very necks. When THAT
begins to happen-the
end of the court enslavement
will be finished. These things have nothing to do with
race, creed, color or doctrine of religious connotations.
It is a reclamation by WE-THE-PEOPLE to regain our
Republic.
DO NOT DECEIVE SELVES, HOWEVER, FIRST
THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM MUST BE RECLAIMED
OR NO OTHER THING CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED.
AFTER RECLAIMING THE JUDICIAL BRANCHWE CAN THEN ACCOMPLISH ANYTHING ELSELAWFULLY.
We cannot “win” by silence or non-appearances,
either; we must all support one another as some go forth
to make the personal effort of actual participation-but
fill the courtroom so that there are witnesses to that
which ensues-whether
it be incarceration of the presenters or bending to the needs of the “people”. PUBLICITY is the conduit for change for an informed
public is a Free REPUBLIC. And, please, do not go
forth HALF prepared for you will be tossed out, rightfully, onto your backsides or, worse, jailed. The adversaries have been long in building this system of corruption and they will hang their hats and necks on every
last detail of possible overriding of your cases. If you
are not going to do it “right” then don’t do it. However,
if some of us, like us, have cases in progress, we can
BEGIN by correcting paperwork and see how far we can
get. We are NOT, for instance, in “pro persona” or “pro
se”-we are Citizen(s) in Party. We must learn the

LITERAL meaning of every WORD used by them as
well as by self.
One clever thing REQUIRED by the courts on filed
papers is upper case (capital) letters in the Caption,
i.e., DORIS J. EKKER, and such terms as et al. The
capital letters denote NOM DE GUERRE (= pseudonym) which means “bearing a false name, a fictitious
name; esp. PEN NAME”. Et al. wipes out all parties
whose names are supposedly included in the “et al.”
Cute tricks? You bet, because the court clerk can
kick out any deviation from the rules and not accept the
documents.
In THEIR method this’ does, however,
equate to fraud on the parties appearing as Citizen in
Party. And by the way, “person” makes you an entity
identical to a corporation-and
therefore, you are never
a “person”, people-you
must be a “party”. Paperwork
is EVERYTHING in this game and done correctly can
knock out 99% of all the cases. The paperwork alone
can make the Judge subject to incarceration for untold
numbers of years for TREASON.
Remember, friends, the citizens of this, or any,
nation having been wronged by this “Foreign Power” in
“Admiralty LAW” constitute more than 98% of all the
population. “They” can get rid of a few troublemakers
but they can’t beat all of the people all of the time. I
think they need to spend time in those concentration
camp “resorts” they have built and outfitted for “our”
retirement. How nice that we won’t have much to build
or do to convert them to that REAL “Club Fed”. I
suppose we will have to give some amnesty to SOME
who plead for same-so that we can move on. These
executives of this unlawful corporate structure called
the Courts, “et al,“, literally undergo major schooling
to thwart the laws of the land so, YES, THEY DO
KNOW THAT WHICH THEY DO! The lawyers and
law enforcers are now TRAINED from day one to
support and serve the Dictator Kings.
Do we want to make trouble? Not really! I have, for
instance, had about all the trouble my heart can stand
but I cannot do less than stand in total truth as far as I
can discern it. Obviously it is probable that the ENFORCERS will be stronger than my simple “word” in
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the beginning-but
God wins and if I follow HIS
TRUTH, I too shall win. And if I can win-we ALL can
win.
When the “kings” find they are no longer getting
away with this treason unto a nation and people-they
won’t be quite so daring with their punishment scheduling for they will be found in MANDATORY status of
the same, or worse, sentences upon their own criminal
beings.
Will Commander Hatonn continue to serve and
share? Of course, but we are the ones in physical form
who must act and KNOW. He can only lead us to the
fountain and then we must drink or starve, sink or
swim. He shows us the way-we must then walk the
walk and talk the talk-and this will require BOTH.
Am I somehow “brave”? No, I shudder at the very
thought of such confrontations but here is where I have
advantage, perhaps; I know that if I “let go and let God”
I have the support in recognition of what to say and
do-every
time-for
the perfection within the will of
God in service to the most numbers of people (parties)
at any one time or project. I speak singularly of self
because I have no right nor knowledge with which to
speak FOR another, I find, however, that the willing
hands and hearts are without number! This WAVE of
FREEDOM will sweep across the nations like a tidal
wave. We have only “built” the cases through which to
learn and achieve along with others scattered throughout the world and one day the WORLD COURT will be
again based on God’s law for the Common Man and we
will have prevailed against the hordes of thieves and
treasonists.
You might say, “Well, I am free for I own my home,
my auto, my land...!” No, you do NOT. You do not
even own self-the State has mortgaged you as well as
all property. You are reduced, at best, to “renters” of
your own assumed property.
Anything that can be
confiscated by the State for taxes, or any other excuse,
is NOT YOURS. Which came first, the chicken or the
egg? Well, it’s hard to say because it has never been
different in all our historical recollection.
When you
finish off a nation with a “Federal Reserve” system
enforced through the entire Judicial System whereby
the LAWS are made and enforced by the very criminals
themselves-the
future can look pretty bleak. The
“legal system” insures protection of the criminals and
enforces the unlawful practices of all the enforcers and
“head” criminals and you “citizens in party” are left
dangling in the breeze.
Do the people involved know what they do? Of
course, for ALL MEN ARE BORN KNOWING RIGHT
FROM WRONG! If any action is AGAINST another
acting in integrity and righteousness-the
enforcement
is WRONG. The fact that they act in SECRECY and
with HIDDEN AGENDAS tells the TRUTH of it.
I thank you for hearing me out a bit. I don’t quite
have my own directions straight and this has been very
helpful to realization of our next steps and the direction
we must travel and the need for correct teachings and
perfection in service of those actions we take within the
teachings.
I honor my GOD, my nation and my fellow-man
and I ask that I can serve in worthy unselfishness for I
can see that what we achieve here today can change the
world as we have come to accept it. I long to strip the
corruption from the flags as they have come to be
presented with their fringes and eagles to bear again
the beautiful simplicity of OUR flag(s). This is not
“just” the United States of America, friends, THIS IS
AROUND THE GLOBE AS WITH THE NEW WORLD
ORDER-THE
“FRINGE” REPRESENTING
THE
CORRUPTION OF THAT “ORDER”. I find that about
all we need to know about that flag of ours is in the
World Almanac. We don’t need “Amendments” for
referencing the flag-all the laws and regulations are
right there, right now, for all to use and see. The EIite
criminals only want to change the laws to protect their
crimes. No national flags I have seen have FRINGE or
trappings other than the simple laying forth of the

Zita-CancerUpdate
3/u/97

RICK

MARTIN

For those of you inquiring about my mother’s condition and
well being, her physical state is such that she has required 24hour care for some time now. This condition has lead to finding
eventual placement in an excellent skilled nursing facility in
Bakersfield,
Calif. She is currently in a private room, resting
(mostly). I’m sure your prayers and kind words or cards would
be well received.
She may be reached by writing to:
Zita Morris
c/o: The Californian Care Center
2211 Mount Vernon Ave., Room 201
Bakersfield, CA 93306-3309
Thank you for caring enough to ask about her.
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colors of a nation. And COLOR is imperative in all
instances+ven
on your court documents you must
learn to affix a small “proper” flag symbol in full color.
I salute God and our “one nation under God” and I
honor the wondrous banner of our own special nation, .
and all nations according to their own symbol, their
flag. I will honor and respect our own national flag in
its pure form and beauty, without corruption, and may
we regain the Republic for which it once stood. May we
reclaim our nation, our one nation, under &d and
indivisible by any means of corruption, bigotry or
hatred of citizen against citizen, man against man for,
but for the Grace of God, go we “parties”.
Doris

Another
Note
From
Doris
Ekker
3/10/97

DORIS EKKER

There always seems to be the accounting and the
perplexity which arise as the games get into the “really
get&a” phase. And, as usually is found around “here”,
the conundrums add, multiply and divide but rarely
subtract. But what is going on or coming down?
Someone is setting us up again and again, and with
what we now know about Common Law, or even Admiralty Law, we think that we have to inform the Judge of
anything that comes into our attention. However, we
seem to have to “ask permission” or something and we
don’t know the “something”.
Or, do we save the
information for “new evidence”? Friends, we have a lot
to learn before we dash off to dangle ourselves in a
courtroom while thinking we are serving properly only
to find we are annoying, irritating and igniting another
short fuse on the Judge’s pressure gage.
At least four things have recently come to our
attention of which I can’t really make heads or tails.
One of them needs attention or we will surely be blamed
for activities taking place which we know nothing
about but it could be more misinformation again flowing from the Green pulp-mill.
(1) One package arrived the day after we were in

court in Fresno. It came from a long-time friend who
has been gathering DIRECTLY from George Green, it
seems, with others, al1 the information being radiated
by Green personally. Within the packages are the usual
letters and out-of-context-pieces
of court case filings
(typical of the Green mailings) but including everything used as exhibits in the US&P court casefiling.
In other words, PROOF that Green supplied everything
in the case, conjured and selected by Green’s team of
“emis~~ries”~ or himself PersonallY*
(2) We are also advised that Desired has possibly
“left Green” and, according to George, is in Hawaii
having an extended vacation-but
she did NOT move
with George from Montana-she
“split”, and the rumor
is that it was because George was being hounded by all
the tax people, etc. They may have just been tucking
her away so she would not be easily available to receive
service from the offended along George’s trail. He had
said that he avoided taxation, etc., by putting everything into Desire&r name to hide it.
(3) Before court hearing day [in Fresno] it began to
come to our attention that many, many people were
receiving packages with some “follow-up” suggestions
or petitions. These were sent from Denver, Colorado
(where both George Green and Timothy Binder have
resided). Dr. Carlson of Hawaii had the handwriting
pretty carefully analyzed and believes it to be a typical
Green barrage.
Many of these packages have been
forwarded to the Constitutional Law Center.
We pretty much had discounted the assault wave as
not very important but today it becomes very, very
important.
(4) A copy of documents retrieved by “someone”
and Faxed to our attention comes directly from the
“Internet”. I don’t understand the procedure because
we don’t have a hook-up to the Internet. This is really
a BAD one, though, because someone out there is
advertising those [series of] Journals called Pleiades
Connection, [exceptfor Vol 1 which W(ISreleasedfrom
the court in Fresno] as the “injunctioned, permanently
banned” volumes. The information refers to Phoenix
Sourcewhere our journals are handled. THIS IS A BIG
RED FLAG-FOR I AM ALSO TOLD THAT NO SUCH
THING HAS BEEN REFERENCED FROM THAT
SOURCE AND THAT THAT COMPANY DOES NOT,
REPEAT “NOT”, HAVE ANY OF THOSE BOOKS
AND HAS NEVER HAD ANY OF THOSE BOOKS.
Our Settlement Agreement with US&P directed
that those books were to be disposed of by the court
according to the way a court disposes of things it holds
but we have never been informed of what happened to
those volumes. We had already divested ourselves of
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EVERYTHING in reference to those books.
(5) We have been sent copy of Timothy Binder’s
advertisement from the Internet in his own name,
rather than US&P.
There is speculation that the Internet information
14, above] has come from that source, but there is no
way we have to know, one way or another.
We have speculated all along that Greens would
have a Web-Page or something like it to advertise the
books they distribute.
Desired is listed as all the
Officers and Director of a new Nevada corporation
called “Global Insights”.
The catalogue for Global
Insights shows that they still handle the books of
Coleman, Mullins, RUSSELL, etc.
Please let it be known publicly here and now that
we [Ekkers] have had NOTHING TO DO WITH ANY
OF THIS. It has come to our attention through friends
who are concerned about the activities and “how to
handle this twist of events”.
Since we have no lawyers in this case, we will have
to get what advice we can and then take whatever action
is appropriate.
To my knowledge, all manuscripts, writings, audio
tapes (masters and copies) available to us were given to
our attorneys or to the court. We have no way of
knowing what might still be held in George Green’s
files and computers. As far as we know they were NOT
TURNED OVER TO THE COURT AS ORDERED BY
THE SAME JUDGE NOW IN CONTROL OF OUR
FATE. Rick Martin turned over all copies he held and
shipped a truck-load to the court but Green claimed to
“have nothing” and did not even turn over the audio
tapes which he had published which were dictated/read
by Mar& Williams (aka Rick Webber-Richard Webber).
I suppose I am dense, readers, but the face page of
the case reads: UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY, Plaintiff vs. GEORGE GREEN, et al.
Brought to court by Timothy Binder, President of US&P,
with handwritten scratch-out stating (NOW) “former
President”. Well, he had not been “President” for some
year or more. In addition, George Green supplied all of
the documentation and possible action claims.
Yes, indeed, as quickly as we can learn proper
presentation, for we have no choice except to defend
ourselves, we will gain Common Law status as Citizens
in Party so we can demand to “confront our accusers”
and have presented, in corpus, “the damaged parties”.
I watch while a man FOUND “NOT-GUILTY” is
badgered and re-tried until he is finally pronounced
‘guilty” by supposed “courts of LAW”. And now he is
to be subjected to further persecution of our courts by
those attempting to forcibly seize his children from
him-O.J.
Simpson. This, AFTER a court found him
suitable to have custody of his children. In this case the
greed-mongers are even trying to “recall” the judge
who would DARE to practice JUSTICE IN THE LAW.
Well, each night I pray and wonder how we ever
came to “here” and the stars go right on shining, the
heavens stay right there, and life goes on. But so did it
go on while we were NOT watching and attending that
which was placed in our care. I cared more about my
children going camping than them learning about history, Constitution, etc. I didn’t even know enough
about the Constitution or our Nation to even realize
they were not being taught either truth or history. Now,
they don’t want to hear about it! Talk about your
EXAMPLES I
This PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT, comes from E. J.
and myself, Doris. I don’t yet know what the next
actions might be but I know this much: WE ALL MUST
LEARN HOW TO DEFEND OURSELVES, PROTECT
OURSELVES IN THE ADMIRALTY/MILITARY
COURTS, AND SOMEHOW REGAIN JUST HEARINGS IN THOSE COURTS. By the way, friends, it will
NOT be changed through lawyers/attorneys-for
THAT
is what is WRONG from the foundation up.

CONTACT--DISCLAIMER!
CONTACT has received several copies of a fax being distributed. The nature of this faxed information concerns the banned
Pleiades Connection series of Journals being available on the
Internet, purportedly in association with CONTACT.
CONTACT disclaims any liability or connection with either
the website or the independent placement of banned material on
the Internet. These actions were NOT done by CONTACT or
anyone connected with CONTACT.

Thank you,
Doris and E.J. Ekker
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Sananda:Creating66Time
ThroughMentalClaritv
J

3/g/97

ESU “JESUS”

SANANDA

Good morning, my scribe. Be at peace. I am
Esu “Jesus” Sananda.
I am, as are you all, a
product of Creator’s Magnificent Thought. I
dwell within the Oneness of His Light that is the
Source of ALL. I come now so that His promise
to your world shall be carried out. My will is
that of my Father, Creator God.
As you each experience,
know that you
carry Creator’s Breath of Life (Light) wjth you
in all of your travels. It is through Him that you
experience, and He through YOU. There are no
secrets in His heart that He holds from you.
There is only the waiting for you to grow into
mature responsibility before you are allowed to
come into the understanding
of that which you
may erroneously
call “secrets of the universe”.
While you are in the physical aspect of your
infinite journey of growth, you should expect to
have challenges before you. You are all desiring
to expand your awareness of self, for in doing
so you are fulfilling a very basic desire of
Creator and Creation. Allow for others to grow
in their own way and at their own pace. The
journey is infinite and “time” is only a physical
perception
that allows
for the detailed
examination of your thoughts and how it is that
you use these thoughts in order to create and
expand as a being.
Many of you sense that “time” is moving at
a faster and faster pace and that you do not
seem to have enough of it to get accomplished
those things that you are wanting to get done.
Please know that you have all the time that you
need in order to accomplish those things that
you are there to get done.
Know also that, with the proper mental
focus, you can get more done than what you
currently
believe
possible.
Self-imposed
restrictions
are what keep you from realizing
alternative modes of doing what you want to
accomplish. When you can step outside of the
restrictions that you hold onto as though they
are law, then you will realize that you can
actually control the perception of time flow, for
yourself,
by altering your basic vibrational
frequency.
This phenomena has been utilized by many
in the past and by a few in your present
exoerience.
Some of vou utilize this nift dailv

though
you fail to recognize
the actual
phenomena.
You can witness those who go
about and seem to get very little done though
there is the potential to accomplish much more
than that which they are actually completing.
These ones are usually living in a past moment
and thus are creating miniature “time warps”
or “ ripples” around themselves.
Others may have such a clear picture of
what it is they are wanting to achieve that, in
there clarity, they can anticipate future situations
that they will eventually need to address, and do
so as soon as opportunities
arise, thus saving
themselves a lot of backtracking later on.
For example: Let us say that you have a
clear picture that you want to build a wood
fence around your yard and you can see the
fence in your mind’s eye with extreme clarity.
You can see every last detail, from the’posts
that will support the structure, to the nails you
will use to hold the boards in place. You will
see the exact color you would like it to be and
the exact height that you are wanting. You can
see that the posts will go into holes and that
there is cement holding them anchored to the
ground. You will see exactly where you would
like to place a gate. You notice the exact hinges
that you will use and the latching mechanism
that you like.
You see every last detail in your mind and
you decide that you are going to build this fence
exactly the way that you see it in your mind.
You see it in such detail that you know exactly
how to build it without any prior experience,
for you see it already built. You can see yourself
actually building the fence, and you’re feeling
more and more excited all the while you are
envisioning the whole process.
Now, you set out to obtain all the pieces that
you will need in order to build this fence. Holding
the whole picture in your mind, you get all the
boards that you will need, all the posts that you
will need, the nails, the hardware, the paint and
the cement, and any tools that you saw yourself
using that you do not already have.
You now set out and build the fence exactly
the way you see it in your mind. Before you know
it, you are done and the fence is completed and
exactly the way you envisioned it in your mind.
Now let us take another who is wanting a
fence. However this one does not see it in anv

great detail in his mind because he is not
practiced at “seeing within” first, with all of the
details, and his mental focus is clouded with the
distractions of other things (usually past guilt
or worry) that keep the mind from fully focusing
in the here-and-now
of the present moment.
This person now sets forth to obtain all the
materials that he thinks he needs. He goes out
and gets the lumber and the posts and some
nails, and brings them back. He goes to dig the
holes for the posts and realizes that he does not
have the proper tool to dig the post holes.
Instead of going back and getting the proper
tool, he makes use of what he has at hand. Now
the holes take longer to dig than necessary and
“time” is slipping away.
Eventually the holes are dug and the posts
are ready to be installed, Now he realizes that
he has overlooked
the need for cement.
Everything stops while he must backtrack to
the hardware store and get the needed item.
The point of this example is to show you
how you can more effectively utilize time by
properly focusing your mind. The unorganized
one above will make many repeated trips to get
more nails and paint and whatever.
All the
while frustration builds, the project is stretched
from two days into five days, and the motivation
to follow through to completion is nearly gone.
In that case, the fence project may sit for another
six months before it gets the paint that it needs!
As you might imagine, the entire creation may
end up being quite a bit less sturdy than it could
have been and it will probably look quite a bit
less pleasing than it could have looked.
You ALL have the ability to manifest and
control time in this manner. Many of you have
experienced a sense of “slow motion” during
events such as a major automobile accident.
The seriousness of the situation will cause you
to give your attention filly to the moment at
hand, regardless ofthe mental distractions which
were competing for your mental focus only
moments before. This clear focusing of your
mind will enable you to capture every last detail.
You will be taking in data so fast that you will
perceive everything moving in slow motion as
compared to your normal viewing of events.
Some athletes experience this phenomena
while
playing
their sport, for they are so
focused unon what is haDDenim that thev will
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begin to take in sensing data at faster and
faster rates. These ones have their terminology
for this: they will call it being “in the zone” or
something of that sort. The actual phenomena
is a clear focus of thought and being more fully
(if not fully) in the present moment as events
are unfolding.
You ones can learn to utilize these natural
abilities and learn to function in this mode as
you desire. The key is learning to release the
past garbage and other modes of distraction
that you cannot change.
When you can leave behind the small worries
or heartaches, of the past, and truly forgive
yourself for having offended or hurt another,
then you will be more fully focused in the
present. You will also find that you will naturally
become more and more productive as you shed
these fears, worries,
and guilts that you
otherwise hold onto in order to beat yourselves
up, over and over again.
And then there are the overt distractions.
You are being bombarded
with all sorts of
distractions
every day, just from all of your
television and media programming.
You may
say, “Well, I only watch the news!” Your socalled
“news”
programs
are just that“programs’‘-for
your mind, and they are the
worst offenders
for they project calculated
images that you will not so easily dismiss as
“Hollywood theatrics”.
These distractions are
designed to keep you wanting more, or keep
you in a state of outright shock, or in a state of
constant confusion.
You will have to begin to see these
distractions (and others) for what they are, else
in this life experience you may never recognize
your true potential of expression. Please realize
that I am NOT saying that you should or should
not watch television or read newspapers.
I AM saying that you will have to realize
those things that cause you to lose focus (or
never find focus) on what it is that you are
desiring
to accomplish-if
you are to
recognize who you REALLY are and what
your true potential of creating REALLY IS!
This all goes back to understanding
how it is
that your mind processes information and how
it is that you create those things that you are
wanting.
All creation begins with thought.
Before
you existed, there was the Thought of Creator,
and as the Thought was formed, so were you.
You must realize that YOU create in the same
manner, for there could be no other way.
When you come into greater and greater
mental clarity, you will find that your
emotional state is vibrating at a much higher
rate, and thus the uplifting sensations of joy,
enthusiasm;
and a sense of accomplishment
within will result. This is the inner emotional
state that ALL are continually
seeking to
find. When you can learn to focus your mind
in TOTAL clarity, you will set all the forces
of the universe into motion for you as your
thoughts begin to manifest.

CONTACT: THE PHOENIX PROJECT
This is where time comes into play. The
perception of time acts as a buffer so that all
does not come crashing in upon everyone all at
once. The element of time ensures that a proper
sequence is adhered to and that no two physical
manifestations- occupy the same space at any
one moment.
This gives order to the physical
universe.
Your desires spring forth from the need to
satisfy the emotional pressures caused by your
innate urges to create and grow. Your emotional
state thus plays a basic and direct function in
facilitating the manifestation
of your thoughts
into physical reality.
As you focus that great gift of your mind,
and begin to SEE, with greater and greater
clarity, that which you desire to create, you will
notice that there will come an INTENSITY (a
multiplication
of the emotional component of
your desire) associated with what it is that you
are focusing upon. This intensity (emotion) is
the energy that ,propels the idea forward. Thus,
the greater the intensity of the emotion, the
more momentum the idea will have, and the
more quickly it will begin to manifest.
You all have the basic necessities in order to
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create anything that you may desire-if
you but
focus upon same with crystal clear clarity. You
are in the optimal environment
in which to
practice these abilities in a responsible and safe
manner. Utilize this grand opportunity
in the
physical plane to continually
strive toward
applying and intensifying your creative abilities
in your day-to-day experiences,
and you will
attain the satisfaction-that
is, the knowledge
and understanding-that
your soul desires and
is seeking.
Do not resist your creative (soul) urges, for
in doing so you are resisting inner satisfaction.
Likewise, learn to recognize
those things
which, calculated
or otherwise,
pull ‘your
attention in so many different directions. Worry
not about what you do not have, and build a
clear image of what you want, exactly the way
you want it to be.
This can be a most wondrous and fulfilling
journey with the proper mental focus. I am Esu
Immanuel Sananda, come in the Radiant Light
of Creator’s
Thought.
May you be in
understanding
of the message here, for it is the
“food” your soul desires.
SALU!

Update On Soltec’s Recent
Japan Earthquake Alert
In his writing of 2/11/97, which we printed
on page 25 of the 2/25/97 issue of CONTACT
(because of the insipid legal distractions, you
may remember, which kept us from printing an
issue the week of 2/18/97), Commander Soltec
ominously cautioned that we watch Japan for
timing clues to dangerous earthquake activity
along the western coastalareas of the Americas.
Well, since the time of that writing, and an
editor’s note which I included closer to
publication time that included the news of
stepped-up activity coming downfrom Alaska ‘s
Aleutian Islands area toward Japan, there has
indeed been a great increase in “smaller”
quake activity around Japan. I say “‘smaller”
because what used to be considered moderateto-large earthquakes only afew years ago have
become so commonplace that such are now
considered rather “small” - especially when
one takes into account the newer “‘K-mart”
(discount) measuring scales in use now to ease
our worries about the signtficance of such events.
Lnd then we have the following little news
item tucked away in a small corner of those
newspapers even willing to print it. This one
comes from the Arizona Republic for Saturday,
3/8/97, and is headlined: (quoting)
6,432Quakes TrembleTokyoArea

TOKYO - Several moderate earthquakes
hit a popular spa resort near Tokyo today,
bringing to more than 6,000 the number of
quakes in the area in less than a week.
One of the larger ones was a 4.7-magnitude
quake that hit the Izu Peninsula area this
afternoon. There were no reports of serious
damage.
Since
Sunday
night,
the Central
Meteorological
Agency recorded
6,432
quakes-most of them too weak to be felt-off
the east coast of Izu, 60 miles southwest of
Tokyo. A few of the quakes have been felt in the
capital. (end of quoting)
A nail-biting number of thenquakes‘ around
Japan have actually been in the 5-6 magnitude
range, despite the “not to worry” tone
prevailing in the above little gem of distortion.
And, as Soltec said would happen, quake activity
along western coastal areas of South America
has really increased today (3/i O/97)!
Meanwhile, quake aciivity in the Middle
East has also escalated with, for instance, over
40,000 people living in tents in a very cold,
snowstormy region of northwestern Iran right
now, since a “6. I magnitude ” quake clobbered
(was detonated in?) that area on Z/28/97.
-E.Y
Stay alert!
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68-1 Dearmin Terrace lane, Franklin, North Carolina state (PZ 28734)
Voice bi Fax : (70-I) 3404285 ] http://www.dxd.net/-pkawajai

GWI-IS CONTAGIOU$ BY "CASUAI,CONTACT"!
[ as rc1esscc.i by - I .c;sAn&zs

Times, carried

by the Palm Beach Post Sunday March 9. 19971

Peter Kawaja exposed :hs Gulf WAR CRIMES in 1990 publicly, %el’are” Operation Desert Storm.
Few were listening. Since 1989, Kewgja tried to expose these crimjts, no one listened. Since that
day, Kawaja has documl?nted his efforts for 7 long years to expose times against 811humanlty, few
listened.
Along came some new @ayers in May 1995, the Doctors Garth & Narrcy Niwlson and JOyCe f?iky.
Kawaja welcomed these new players, and commends the NiCol$on$ for their work and expose.
On August (22nd:) 1995, Joyce Riley, a newcomer to the Gulf War Syndrome issue with no
background or investtgEltive effort (but
now halted a$ THE expert on GWI) exchanged harsh words
and faxes with Peter KamJa to dispute Kawaja’s statements that the PLAGUE (GWI) was contagious
by CASUAL contact. Riley quoted as “her” expert source, the Drs. Nicolsons. So did another nurse
(?) - Denise Nicols. Dr C;arth Nicolson wrote a letter to Kawaja to try to explain to Kawaja that GWI
could
NOT be contractc;d by casual contact (see exhibit fax attached). Kawaja wrote back to Dr.
Nicolson and explained :o him some FACTS that Kawaja knew ! Di-. Nicolson responded ‘in writing”
and ADMITTED certain Muths to Kawaja. That information was not mclde public nor expounded upon
by Kawaja (who did noi wish it to seem as challenging the Nicolsons publicly, nor hurt the GWS
expose) - and NlANY iss JRS wrth Joyce Riley and others had to be set ;jside temporarily.
Kawaja recently released

it contained some “revelations” by the
Nicolsons never beFore rrlade public.
Coincidentally, almost TWO LONG YEARS LATER (now
1997)- a public statemcrnt is made (through the media) that >
“A number of medical
professionals, who say they have become ill while treating Persian Gulf War veterans, claim the
mysterious disease affecting thousands of soldiers is contagious and could pose a public health
threat.”
“Doctors, nurses, lab researchers, as well as others who couw in casual canbct
with Gulf War wterans , ssy they have contracted the sam.e symptoms-. . . .“.
his 12-hour video, and announced

When Peter Kawaja brol..jghtthe truth to America, the enemy cringed 811(,!had to h&ve him replam by
someone else. When ?nernles of Amerfca and perpetrators promoted and supported Joyce Riley
through their contra1 of the tie&a, to include some of these $o-called “patriot” radio stations and
newSpapers - ever)mne Flailed her itnd forgot who her original sourj)f information was - they forgot
her very own original wr~rds (June 1995) when she announced

These radio announc;er?; and newspapers

who

claim

to the world who had the evidence.

10 be patriotic: have aided and abetted the

ENEMY by helping to sc:lu3sh evidence that would prosecute criminals and help American veterans.
Kawaja’s evidence still remains US NATIONAL SECURITY and has INithstood the test of time. It is
interesting to note that. .Joyce Ritey who has been given notot&
and press time has NO
INDEPENDENT EWXTNCE OF HER OWN that can be prosecuted in a court of law, only horror
stories (obtained from sick veterans) used for sensationalism and fund raising, does the speaking
engagementltatk-show
ctrcuits to sell information, and does not mentiorl the neme Kawaja. Time for a
reality check America MILF WAR. CRIMES - The Conspiracy (to corma! the evidence) Videcl.
... _._... ... ... ... . .. ... ... . .. ... ... . .. .. . .. ... ... ... .. ... ...
..I :a..,, .,. .,. ~.,... .. . ,a...I ..I ... . .. *.. ..I s.1.. . .I. . ...11I,,.,.,..1..,I.I1,,,1,111‘II~
To obtain from Peter Kawaia > (civilians) Send a donation of $100.00 for one set of &V/-IS tapes, which covers S & t-i .
Gulf Veterans who order direct from me : send a copy of your DD214 & $55.00 for the same set of &tape
[ Note : can
only do this if a certain quantity is dubbed by the vendor at one time, so respond ASAP please. Have made a temp deal 1.

ON RECORD LONG AGO, THAT GWI “IS” C(:iJTAGlOUS BY
CASUAL CONTACT - YES CASUAL CONTACT, when everyone else disputed that FACT.
About time Dr. Nicolson, and thank you for that admission PUBLICLYnow.
My case will be proven one day - my evidence HAS proven the test of time .
Semper-fi ! (mf).

io: _.

Peter Kawaja
...-.....

I
I

Boca Raton, FL I
I

Prom:

Prof. Garth L, I$cofson
Chairman, Depbrtment of Tumor Biology (Box 108)
The University

Andertwn Cancer Center
Houeton, Texas 77030

If Texas M. D.

1515 Holcombe

Telephone:

Fax: 1713) 794-0209

Number ot pageL including cover sheet: L-v

Dear Peter;
.
1.:.
sbn;K;Y:dbCto+:;

: .;
&

; I”
... .‘.: :.*:..;
.they
.,

have contracted ttk: .’
O$isterious disea$k ~
Los Angele~Tlmes

:

IRVIN&Calif.L- A nuniber of L

medical professionafs, who. say
they have become ill white treati0g Persian &If War veterans,
claim the my&erious disease af-

flicting tens of tImsands

d sol-

diers is co~ltagiou~and coukf fi&ti
a die ‘h&l& &&*
:’ :;..:.I,:c‘I‘y.
D&of&. fitirI;& I.& &.&.&.
had~gutl.wak’iiloess,” said G&t@‘.
em, as weIl as others who come in Nicolson, ‘an Irvine .biocti&mistat- :
casualcontact witb Gulf WaEvet- the no~rptit InGtititi f&44&&: j
erans, say tlli?): have coutractkd lar Mediciiie, which he foutidc~ti3.
iuvesti& gulf war spidrtie’ti’
the sane symptoms - fat&e,
fever, aches, rashes and respira- other chronic oonditious, “I lost
tory probktm - tbiit arc associat- four. teed ‘Ad h&l part. of tinjt.;. .tiiw i&less could k tfea
t’aassivedoses of aniibi&s~
~IJW~b r&jvd.”
.:;.;;y;+-;
ed with Gulf War Syndrome.
-The inspiration for Nmkni’l4.~~ .. “She’s fully recowSc&~‘GovcrIunent iKlvcstigacdrsas.
well as some promiuenl scientists Irvine iastitute. whii opa.4 its Says of hi3 daoghterirr-lsy. ...

7

Donlee Nichols called me
on the radio recently that Gulf War Syndrome is
highly contagious.
contagious. We have examples of the iflness being
passed to lmmedlete family members ver a rather long time period with e t%tively long latent
period, but we havr) seen no
can be contracted by casual contact.
The reaqon that DranlseIs probably upset about this Is that she does not want (nor do you or I)
GWS patients discriminated against by the public. Just last week one GWS patient was locked
out of her job, bec~iuse upon hearing that it might be contagious her boss panicked. I had to call
her boss and fndici~tnthat the vet coulp go to work without endangering her co-workers.
Just thtight I shoLlld clear this up. I hbar that Thursday is a big day for your court case. Good
Luck. NClncyand I are pulling for you!! God save us without people like you who are willing to put
their brre on tha line. God bless and keep you well.
Beet Regerds,
fQ4-4

darth L. hllcolson, I-V-O.

D&d &@m Jr. Chair ‘7 Cancer Resrarcn,
Profess~ Ind ChaIrmen. Depl. of Tumor Biology. U.T. M.D. Anderson Cancer C:enter

FE&of

+ JnrernarMaQlclne

ProfOSSO~t?f lWt~olngy andLaboratory Medlclne
unhwreby Of TEXAS Mwlicsl School at Houston
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Control
OfBlackCommun
ThruTheWhiteElite
~~~~~eage
IsHow
ToBreak
Chain
3/10/97
#l

HATONN

trying to cause the courts under the Admiralty (FORTHE US.
GOVERNMENT
EIGN POWER) flag to revolve back into its foundationed
CYNICALLY
TELLS FARRAKHAN;
AND
A GOOD
status of Common Law. The entire Judicial System’s
YOU CAN’T
HAVE
THE MONEY
MONDAY
MORNING
TO you
staffing and the enforcers are going to be tried for
TREASON before the game ends. Then, it will move
Government, forever full of arrogance and hypoAnd, the old saying, “God is in His heaven and all right through the various congressional houses, both critical to the core, recently informed Minister
is right with the world,” is B.S. GOD IS WITH YOU National (Federal-not
We-The-People’s government)
Farrakhan of the Nation of Islam that he could no?
AND NOT MUCH OF ANYTHING DEALING WITH and the State Legislatures. There are guilty traitors in accept a $250,000.00 humanitarian award from Libyas
MAN IS RIGHT WITH THE WORLD!
every slot of your government and enforcement sys- Leader Moammar Kadafi, or the $1 Billion pledged by
How many of you watched your favorite TV show, terns.
Kadafi; Farrakhan had promised to use these monies to
60 MINUTES, last evening? Mr. Noriega of Panama
Is God solnehow going to zap the bad-guys dead? help African-Americans and other poor people because
was presented and you got a real eye-opener, didn’t
Certainly NOT; if you want to reclaim freedom, justice the U.S. Government had left poor Americans “in the
you? Oh, it was NOT new and he didn’t tell it all, but and honor to your nation-YOU
WILL ATTEND THE lurch” with the passage of the -new welfare reform
he surely nailed “Yerje” (George Herbert Walker Bush), TRANSITION(REVOLUTION) BACK INTO JUSTICE law”.
didn’t he? And yes, just as Gyeorgos means George, FOR ALL.
Think about the ridiculousness of this situation for
Yerje means George. So, what’s in a name other than
Does this mean that I will not write longer and a moment. Here we have a fairly wealthy, oil-rich
IDENTIFICATION? “By George” the slang term comes everybody gets a vacation? Perish the thought, right country, ,ibya, which is located on the African contifrom “King George” of England. This is just about the now! Dharma jumped on that idea much too quickly to nent; it is an independent, sovereign nation that has
same as “In the name of Jesus”, so don’t get smug on us. give me comfort.
been a “thorn in the side” of American Imperialism for
You-The-People, however, need to reach out and decades; it is also a nation of people who have consistouch such as O.J. He has the classic type of cases to tently expressed their indignation of the historical
COURTS
AND
BATTLE
RULES
bring to Common Law IN PRACTICE.
plight of African-Americans and has voiced support of
There needs to be connection with
the AfricanIn CONTACT’S efforts to keep you abreast of what such as Farrakhan to allow him acAmerican
is being learned about Common Law, etc., there will be cess to Common Law. I have copied
struggle for
MANY writings devoted to nothing but the Common an article recently sent regarding the
freedom,
Law-so BE CAREFUL AND CAUTIOUS. Mr. Bilger rights of Farrakhan. People, this is a
justice and
is writing constantly now on how to construct Common MAJOR war against Blacks as the
equality.
Law documents for court. I suggest, however, that what systemis now structured. The Blacks
T h e
he has presented has NOT yet been proven, so allow us have been, predominantly, as with
U.S. Govto present a LOT of alternatives before you rush forth Hispanics and others, placed within
ernment has
.’
the Welfare system which will now
b e e n
and assault the courts,
complicit in
We are gathering an impressive group of people shut them off and you will have the
who KNOW BOTH THE CONSTITUTION and most miserable thing happen in the
the oppresUnited States that has ever crossed
COMMON LAW better than any people on your globesion and exto construct the PROPER APPROACH without offense your shores. AND, THOSE WHO
ploitation of
or disrespect to the Bench of any court-but
delivering
Black
WOULD HELP, I.E., FARRAKHAN,
you into the care and purpose of Common Law WITH FUNDS TO ASSIST-ARE
people for
demands.
We are not going to war; we are simply DENIED RECEIVING
OF ALgenerations;
READY
GATHERED
it too is a
Minister Farrakhanand Moammar Kadaji
1 FUNDS. AND “THIS” IS
government
I
DONE THROUGH THE
[notwith“LAW”. Yes indeed, Yerje Herbert Walker standing its huge national debt1 that is also wealthy,
Bush has been a busy, busy, director from from its historical and present r&e, pillage, and theft
published
quarterly
by the
Hell. But then, he has LOTS OF HELPof the resources and labor of people of color the world
New African
American
Vanguard Movement
INCLUDING “YOU”.
over. It is no secret that the U.S. Government is
1470 W. Martin
Luther
King Bl.
presently implementing a bipartisan (Democrat and
[QUOTING, from the newspaper The Republican) effort to turn back the clock, in a sense, to
Los Angeles,
CA 90062
Block Panther, Vol. 1, No. 2, Spring 1997:] dismantle any and all “social programs” which were
(213) 296-4383,
FAX (213)290-1645
designed, supposedly in the 196Os, to address the ineq-
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uities confronting African-Americans
and other poor
people.
Not only is the U.S. Government committed to its
“war against the poor” but it is also very clear now that
Uncle Sam is committed to stopping any other country
from providing any financial assistance to America’s
poor. The position of the U.S. Government regarding
Farrakhan’sdghts
to receive this money on the behalf
of Black and poor people in this country is patently
wrong and must be vigorously opposed, by any means
necessary, by all freedom-loving people.
[END OF QUOTING]
UPrtsons are the extreme reflection
of u social
system: the sharp diflerences
between rich and poor,
racism, victims pitted against victims, the never-ending ‘reforms’ which change little. The degree of civilization in u sociely can be fudged by entering its
prisons. ” - Dostoevski

And, while these slow-burns take place, the U.S.
Clinton Administration GIVES AWAY THE LONG
BEACH, CALIF. SHIPYARDS AND NAVAL STATION-TO
CHINA! [See the Front Page story from
the 3/4/97 issue of CONTACT]
People, you haven’t been a nation UNDER GOD
since you stole the land from the Native Americans!
You know, those Pagans who worshipped only one
Great Spirit and honored all other things and beings
within Mother Nature and Father Creator. You had
best start taking lessons from your elder brethren of the
Oral Tradition WHO ARE GIVEN TO NOW ,cEMEMBER!
Well, you clone chickens, sheep (my, what we
couldn’t do with this one), pigs and cows-andyesterday an Iznnouncement

read: cloning of a human.

CNN,

(Time-Warner, NOT Turner) had a good time with that
one. Well, the one 1 find interesting are the “cloned
clowns” being turned out by the millions! Why don’t
‘$0~just watch a few “Sit-Corns”. And who makes up
the 99.9% of the fantasy world’s presentations? Right!
Even the subject material is so stupid as to blanch the
brain. Who and what is screwing who and what seems
to be the limited level of the imaginings. CHECK OUT
SODOM AND GOMORRAH and look again at “Armageddon”. Where are you?
1 am going to ask that another article regarding the
Black LIES issues be brought to your attention and
perhaps you who consider something better or worse
because of “color” will think again about things as put
into context of historical passage.
[QUOTING,
from the newspaper
Vol. 1, No. 2, Spring 1997:]

The Black

Panther,

DOMESTIC
COLONIALISM
REVISITED
[H: I don’t care where YOU come from or what
YOUR color might be, it is time to put some honest
perspective into the#cture here. You Whites want,
somehow, for all the Blacks to be returned to Africa?
Well, surprise!!! The Blacks did not originally come
from Africa as a major resource, even for slavery.
Six hundred years ago there wasn’t a Black person
within 500 miles of, say, Capetown, S.A. And guess
what? Your own Thomas Jefferson had slavesbunches of Black slaves-and Blacks were only given
315ths status of human in your own Constitution and
that lasted, friends, until the 1960s. Proud? Well,
don’t get too irate-the
Indians (Native American)
were not even considered humana or citizens. What
. happened to these things in the history books? JUST
“WHO” DECIDED WHAT COLOR OR RACE
uYOU” MIGHT BE? Ah, the self-styled bigotry has
no basis in fact, does it? It can’t! YOU can be no
more than the cross of your parents, clone or noclone.]
Five hundred years have passed since Europeans

set to explore the “New World” of North America to the
west, the continent of Africa to the south, and Asia to
the east. What Europeans refer to as the “Age of
Exploration” is more accurately described as an era of
So-called “explorations” by
“Capitalist Conquest”.
Europeans like Christopher Columbus marked the plunder of vast wealth by Western Capitalist nations, whose
economic fortunes rose dramatically while the economies of so-called “Third World” countries crumbled,
becoming poorer and economically undeveloped.
By the end of the 1800s the major European nations
had divided up the continent of Africa into many
separate territories which they claimed as their “colonial possessions”. This process of “colonialism” by the
Europeans was duplicated in Asia, China, in the socalled West Indies [now known as the Caribbean], and
in Latin America. The United States of America also
“colonized” the Virgin Islands, Haiti, Puerto Rico,
Cuba, Guam and the Philippines.
After the Second World War left most of the European nations’ economies in shambles, the United States
took on the dual role of exploiting so-called “Third
World” countries and “rebuilding” the Capitalist economies of Europe through the Marshall Plan.
Unfortunately, the “middle-class” capitalist culture of the United States encourages people to think of
poverty as somehow natural, and that hunger, poverty
and unemployment simply result from such factors as
“over-populatitin”, droughts, and other “natural disasters”. Actually there is nothing inevitable about global
hunger and poverty; intensive research has been done
to prove that enough grain and cereals are produced to
provide every man, woman and child with sufficient
calories to make everyone on the planet overweight [H:
Ah, but just wait till more and more of your land is
devastated and disallowed for growing as is happening as we write right here in the good old U.S. of A.].
Even the poorest of countries grow enough to feed all
their people; the problem, however, is that many people
cannot afford to “buy” this food. Thus, while several
hundred million people in India suffer from malnutrition, that nation exvorfs most of its beef, wheat and rice
for sale on the international market. Similarly, millions of children go hungry in Mother Africa [a vast
continent whose agricultural abundance also makes it a
net food exporter].
The contradiction of poverty amid plenty stems
from a deliberate “capitalist policy” of producing food
for “profit” and not for people’s needs. This blatant
contradiction has led to “revolution” and the overthrow
of European Colonialism in many “Third World” countries. Nonetheless. history has shown that the United
States and other capital&
countries often installed
their own “puppet leaders”
in “Third World countries”,
[after direct colonialism was
overthrown] so as to insure
that the natural resources of
these countries were available for use by the capitalist
economies of the “mother
country”, and that the agricultural crops of these formerly colonized countries
would continue to be produced for sale on the international capitalist markets;
such policies result in these
countries being unable to
produce food for local consumption because the very
people who grow the food
are paid such low wages that
they cannot then afford to
pay the “prices” set by the
international capitalist markets.
During the 1960s and
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70s Black activists in the United States realized the
limitations of the “civil rights movement” andbegan to
denounce the narrow “integration” policies of “civil
rights leaders”. These “new Black activists” contended
that the United States Government had not only established oppressive colonies abroad but had also made
Black communities into colonies at home. Makolm X,
in particular, sought to relatP;theBlack Freedom Movement to the “anti-colonial” revolts taking place all over
the world, especially in Asia and Africa.
After
Malcolm’s assassination, his revolutionary world-view
was continued by the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) and then later by the Black
Panther Party, who saw great similarities between the
process of colonialism in Africa and Asia and the
oppressive conditions confronting Black people inside
the United States. At a meeting of Latin American
revolutionaries in Cuba in 1967, Kwanme Toure [formerly Stokely Carmichael], elaborated upon this similarity in conditions: “Black people in the United States
are a Third World people. We are a colony within the
United States; you are colonies outside the United
States. It is more than a figure of speech to say that the
Black communities in America are the victims of imperialism and capitalist colonial exploitation. This is, in
practical economic and political terms, true.”
Most African-Americans live in the ghettos-the
heart of the cities. Joining us are the hundreds and
thousands of Puerto Ricans, Mexican-Americans, and
Indigenous Indian populations. The American city is,
in essence, populated by people of the Third World,
while the White middle-class flee from the cities to the
“suburbs”. In the “inner-cities” we do not control our
resources, the land, nor the houses or businesses. These
are mainly owned and controlled by White people who
live outside the community. (H: Ab, and now you
know WHY the inner-city rioters burn down what
would appear to be “their own” property. NO, it is
not their property for those business establishments
only further rip off the people locked within those
areas. Remember something, you with your two or
three autos-those inner-city people not only can’t
get jobs but if they do-they have to have public
transportation or else they can’t even GET TO
WORK.] Just %ke traditional “colonies” in the Third
World, the ghetto economy with its cheap labor is
exploited by those who live outside the community.
The Power Structure in America makes the laws and
enforces them by any means necessary, often with guns
and clubs.
In his book, TO DIE FOR THE PEOPLE, Black
Panther Party leader, Dr. Huey P. Newton, theorized as
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follows: &‘. . ,the African

colonial subjects were transported from our native land and brought to the ‘Mother
Country’ herself. They became a source of cheap labor
for a rapidly expanding economy. In large measure the
foundation of American Capitalism was built upon the
backs of Black slaves and Black workers. As with other
colonial peoples, the colonized Blacks were prevented
from developing a strong rich upper class which could
engage in widespread economic activity and compete
with the White masters.
Instead, the Blacks were
restricted to providing unskilled labor in production of
raw materials (cotton) for export to northern mills and
foreign consumers.”
There will still be those who object to application of
a framework of coloniaism to the internal structure of
the United States. The chief argument is that Black
people more and more are being granted the same
political rights as those accorded to Whites.
The
passage of a host of civil rights laws and their enforcement, even though less than vigorous, clearly supports
this conclusion, it can be argued. There is some merit
to this argument.
Certainly the situation of Black
people has changed in recent years; but it hasn’t been
a change for the better-it
has been a change for the
worse.
There are those who now contend that Black people
have been transformed from a “colonial nation” into a
“neocolonial” [or new colonial] nation, still subjected
to the will and domination of capitalistic America. In
other words, Black America has undergone a process
like that experienced by most Third World colonial
countries. Following their “anti-colonial” movements,
the people of these countries believed that they were
achieving equality and freedom; but this was not the
case.
Under “neocolonialism”,
although the angry discontented nation may have achieved formal political
independence, they in fact remained a victim of &
rect and subtle forms of domination by economic, social
or militarv means. The continued economic domination by the “mother country” is the most important
factor, and from it flowed other forms of control. An
important aim of “neocolonialism” was to retain essentially the same economic relationships between the
oppressed nation and the capitalist “mother country”.
For “neocolonialism” to work [a form of indirect
rule], the capitalist “mother country” required a class
of people among the oppressed nation itself through
which this indirect rule could be exercised. Today, in
the United States, it can be argued, a program of
“domestic neocolonialism” has emerged among Black
America, designed, in part, to counter the potentially
revolutionary thrust of the 1960s and to prevent any
future Black uprisings.
Consciously formulated by
America’s capitalist class [the owners, managers and
directors of the giant multi-national corporations], this
“domestic neocolonialist”
strategy has co-opted the
Black Power Movement by promoting a policy of “Black
capitalism”.
In this task, the American Capitalist
ruling circles have found a willing ally among the
Black Bourgeoisie [or middle-class]; this is the same
militant sector of the Black community which led the
civil rights movement, and which became a political
force after the real Black revolutionaries of the 1960s
were falsely imprisoned, assassinated or run out of the
country.
The Black Middle’class declared their support for
.Black Power; undoubtedly many of its individual members were sincere in their support of Black Power; but
the fact remains that they spoke for themselves as a
class, and not for the vast majority of poor Blacks. In
effect, this new Black elite told the White Power Strutture: “Give us a piece of the action, and we will run the
Black communities and keep them quiet and satisfied”.
Thus, Black self-determination
has come to mean
control of the Black community by a “native elite”,
“neocolonialist stooges”, beholden to the White Capitalist Power Structure. To take seriously the concept of
domestic neocolonialism is to require a revolutionary
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realignment of the part of those Blacks and Whites who
support the liberation struggle. This is not an easy
thing to do; it is not easy because of the depth of
commitment required. It is not easy because more than
a willingness to engage in revolutionary action is asked.
A prime requirement is a willingness to study and to
sort out the implications and repercussions of the revolutionary act. This means that the revolutionary must
not only be armed with the technical weapons of his
trade, but also armed with sufficient knowledge and
political understanding to put those technical weapons
to best use.
As stated by George Jackson, the great prison
revolutionary, and Field Marshal of the Black Panther
Party: “International capitalism cannot be destroyed
without the extremes of struggle. The entire colonial
world is watching the (neo-colonial) Blacks inside the
United States, wondering and waiting for us to come to
our senses. Their problems and struggles with the
Amerikan monster are much more difficult than they
would be if we actively aided them. We are on the
inside.
We are the only ones who can get at the
monster’s heart without subjecting the world to nuclear
fire. We have a momentous historical role to act out if
we will. The whole world for all time in the future will
love us and remember us as the righteous people who
made it possible for the world to live on.”
“The Black colonies ofAmerika
have been locked
in depression since the close of the Civil War. We have
lived under regional depression since the end of chattel slavery.
The beginning of the new slavery was
marked by massive unemployment
and underemployment. That remains with us still... ” George Jackson

(1941 - 1971)
[END OF QUOTING]

haps the speakers will put their hands where their
mouths have been-right
out front. Do you want peace
and equality or are you playing a more atrocious game
than the Whites you accuse of keeping you down and
oppressed? The Whites and all other CITIZENS of the
U.S.A are equally oppressed and the attempt to isolate
one race from another is a PART OF THE GAME OF
“GETCHA”. THE JEWS OF JUDEAN DESCENT ARE
MORE OPPRESSED THAN ARE THE BLACKS-SO
DON’T GO BLAMING THE “JEWS”. IT IS SIMPLY
THAT MORE “JEWS”, AS YOU MIGHTTHINKTHEM
TO BE, ARE WITHIN THE HIGHEST CARTELS.
HOWEVER, THOSE ARE FALSE JEWS, PEOPLE,
AND UNTIL YOU GET THAT STRAIGHT AND REALIZE THAT THE VERY GROUPS SUCH AS ADL,
NJL, JDL, ETC., ARE RIGHT OUT OF BRITISH
INTELLIGENCE, YOU CANNOT EVEN KNOW
YOUR ENEMY!
GOD IS AN
EOUAL-OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER
And THIS PAPER, CONTACT, is dedicated to be a
voice of and for the PEOPLE without boundaries or
prejudice. The logo tells it all from the circle within
the triangle to the “A light in every mind”. We are nonreligious,
non-sectarian
and we SERVE GOD OF
LIGHT-PERIOD.
Those of you who are wondrous

creations of that God of Light, are brothers and sisters
and we don’t give a continental damn what color you
might be birthed. Believe me when 1 tell you that, very
soon now, the selected “color” will be CLONED AND
THE REST WILL BECOME EXTINCTED BY DISEASE, PLAGUE AND CATASTROPHE. Can you not
put aside the GAME of “against ya” long enough to
investigate possibilities of uniting in a single purprse
of Life, Liberty, Equality and the Pursuit of Happiness
offered UNDER GOD to all His Mankind creationsWHERE YOU CAN ACCOMPLISH THE GOAL? IF
YOU LIVE BY THE SWORD. YOU WILL DIE BY
THE SWORD-WARS
ARE NOT OF GOD. YOU
CAN ONLY TRULY “WIN” THROUGH THE LAW
AND RIGHTEOUS JUSTNESS THROUGH THAT
LAW. IT IS TIME YOU RECLAIMED YOUR JUDICIAL SYSTEM AND SET IT TO STRAIGHT WHILE
CLEANI; :G OUT THE ROT AND LAW-BREAKERS.
Thank you for your attention and may you make
this a day to remember in infamy-of
attaining again,
Justice and Liberty for ALL. Salu.

Have we at CONTACTnow somehow become Black
rebels7 No, we are what we have always been-A
VOICE FOR THE PEOPLE just as was presented bv
Garrison in THE LIBERATOR, AGAINST SLAVERY
in the time of Civil War uprisings. If there is to be
peace and JOY on this planet, then the people of the
planet are going to have to join hands beyond that
which is used to BRING YOU DOWN INTO DESTRUCTION and walk together. I did not say screw
one another or intermarry or anything else-1 said you
will have to have a BROTHERHOOD of MANKINDwithout color, race or conscious separation in the SOUL
and MIND. Creed plays a
great part in the separation
of mankind so it matters
greatly what might be your
“creed”. However, we find
that although we try diligently to reach through to
our brothers in the Black
community-we
are not
even offered the courtesy of
a reply to our contacts.
We have been sitting on
some major offeringsof support for people mentioned
herein this writing, and the
attorney in service as we
write, does not fmd“TIME”
to return calls.
The Constitutional Law
Center, through CONTACT
newspaper, has been contacted with SUPPORT for
O.J. Simpson and others of
the Black Community from
their own Mother country
and there is not evenenough
interest to return the calls.
I suggest that this pa‘The Government May Not Be Falling, But Big Chunks
per be scattered about the
Of It Sure Are Craehing Down’
Black community and per---
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has a medical label: Herksheimer microbe die-off.
Remember the old movie healing crisis wherein a
patient would be deathly ill and then “pass the
crisis”? It is the same thing. People who have been
taking Gaiandriana, however, are not having “dieoff” problems. Do we somehow claim ‘miracles”?
No, if there is any miracle it is the person doing the
healing for the rest is practical application of that
which offers healing possibilities and reprogramming of the body cells back to health status and
clearing out of viral debris. You see, Drias feed on
and fully absorb the viral particulate as they rupture
and disseminate throughout the cells and circulatory
system. This rupturing (bursting) of the viruses and
microbes can be witnessed under viewing in a Rife
Microscope apparatus. It is not important to see this
but, rather, it is important to KNOW that you have
scalar (prma) energy frequencies high enoligh to
destroy the microbes. With our own colloids we
know that we have that capability, with the addition
of the TITANIUM colloid. There is no KNOWN
virus more potent or at higher frequency than we can
knock out with titanium colloid. This is because the
scientists have found nothing they can substitute for
the “neck” of a virus with a higher frequency than
has titanium. The reason Zinc lozenges work on
‘cold” invaders is that those microbes have “zinc
necks” and can’t mature or function in the direct
presence of zinc. NO, TEE BIG BOYS DO NOT
LIKE US!]
The die-off-effect,
or Herxheimer Reaction [II:
Same thing as the above referred to Herksheimer.
This is such a little-used term any mori that you may

HealthNotes,About
OliveLeaf Extract
Editor’s note: The following is excerpted from an
article printed in the l/14/97 CONTACT, p. 30-31.

l/12/97 #l
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I COME
BEARING
THE
OLIVE
BRANCH
No, I bring it not as a peace offering or to let you
know that the floods are over, or to crown a prince of
achievement in the Olympic games. I bring you a tale
of LIFE and healing.
In addition to the regimen of any kind of treatment
by our products we discuss, is now available one of the
oldest known remedies for mankind, the Olive Tree leaf
and oil. Oh would it that you had your own tree to eat.
Since we will be working with Dr. James R. Privitera
(M.D.) in use of Olive Leaf Extract as we begin to
introduce the product so that you can be preparing your
bodies to the shifting OFF of whatever we have that gets
bannac’, as in colloids, I will give you a warning or two
to look for. And by the way, Oak leaves are pretty good
supplements as well as Olive, so don’t toss the trees you
have. God provides perfection wherever you might find
quarters.
The Native Americans would, in fact, demounce us for preference of Oiives to Acorns and they
would be correct.
The research, however, has been
done on the Olive leaves and’ the Oak remains only
realized, still, by the Natives.

product from the market. Colloids are under full attack
as I write. Remember, readers, that we don’t fall into
the same category as the general producers, for our
“silver” colloid is, yes, exactly that, but we finish it
with gold electrolysis and a few microns of selenium. It
has been tested every way there is, even at border
crossings. Never have we been denied acceptance.
The reason given for taking the colloids off the
market is that it is claimed there is NOTHING in the
products and therefore they are worthless. I’m sorry
to say it but, users, beware-MOST
OF THE OTHER
PRODUCTS ARE TOTALLY USELESS1
Olive Leaf Extract has come to be an outstanding
product for positive results from sufferers of Chronic
Fatigue, Epstein-Barr Virus, Multiple Sclerosis and on
and on with “diseases” which are both untreatable and
incurable as pronounced onto you people by the medical
profession. In any event, however,
you are not going to get well unless
you ALSO clean out the parasites
which carry the viruses.
The quotes I want to share right
now, though, are on the subject of
that “die-off-effect”.

OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT.

[QUOTING DR. PRIVITERA:]

For some very sick individuals,
including people with Chronic Fatigue syndrome or particularly heavy
CHRONIC
FATIGUE
AND
loads of virus or bacteria in their
GULF
WAR
SYNDROMES
bodies, Olive Leaf Extract may possibly generate detoxification sympTo you who suffer from this Chronic Fatigue toms-known
as the “die-off-efSyndrome, and this includes you who have Gulf War feet”-that
maybe unpleasant. [Ii:
Syndrome,
PLEASE USE OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT I might be quick bere to add that
AND MOVE TO MORE USE IN GENERAL OF THE this same thing happens with
VIRGIN OLIVE OIL, INSTEAD OF OTHER OILS, Gaiandriana use, especially after
FOR A WHILE AND SEE IF YOU DON’T ALMOST injectioas of the substance where
IMMEDIATELY GET SICKER AND THEN QUICKLY there is no digestive interference
FIND THAT YOU FEEL WONDERFUL AGAIN.
OI’ dihtiOB.]
Such people may actually feel
worse for a short time before feeling
WHY
“SICKER”?
better.
As an example, many
Chronic Fatigue patients suffer from
I can’t do other than simply give you examples, for an associated depression. Patients
if I do more, the FDA will undoubtedly be on the of mine who toughed it out through
doorstep via the Green Brigade.
the “die-off’ period emerged highly
So I quote an example leading up to my point which energized and no longer depressed.
is to note that if you are sick and suffering and are full
[II: With the “Dria* injectioa
ofviruses, et al., then you will probably have a “die-off- you can take your clock and time
effect” caused from killing off the little chuckers. the reaction to just about an hour
Then begins the
Dying and dead microbes give off a toxin which can for response.
create a rather uncomfortable “crisis” with some fever ‘healing crisis+’ wherein there can
and flu-like symptoms. A few headaches may occur be major chills and, after a couple
during this process. However, if you have been using of hours, a fever begins, then
the (ours, at least) silver colloids and a bit of titanium sweating, profuse sweating, and
and gold colloids, you shouldn’t have ANY symptoms then comes the headache which is
as most of the annoying viruses will be already under sometimes severe but only lasts
cgntrol.
Some of the viruses in various categories,
for a short while. All the while
however, will burrow into places where small doses of your body will be telling you this is
colloids may well not get them for a period of time. not a “sick response” but a HEALAnd, there is the inevitable possibility of removal of ING process. And yes indeed, it

‘... :
A NEW/OLD
HEALING
BONAA?ZA
FOR MANKIND
BY

JAMES

R. P~KW..R4,

Booklet

Available
From:
New Gaia
P-0. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126
800-639-4242,

$2.75

(including

S&H)

M.D.
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have trouble looking it up in reference books. We
leave the name spelled both waysso you have more
information as to possibilities if you do your own
research.] as it is medically called, refers to symptoms
generated by a detoxification process. If you are sick
and use this product, you should be aware of the possibility. For this reason it may be advisable to consult
first with a holistic health practitioner before using it.
[II: You just did!]
If you have ever used Nystattin to fight yeast infections, you are probably familiar with this situation.
Nystattin kills yeast. As the body becomes full of dead
yeast, you may experience a variety of detox symptoms.
Symptoms may intensify to the point where you need to
stop or reduce the dosage of the medication in order to
give your body a chance to eliminate the toxic waste.
If there are substantial detoxification symptoms on
the Olive Leaf Extract, reduce the number of tablets, or
even stop them altogether for a while to let the symptoms clear, This may require up to a week to allow your
body to finish the process of the “die-off”. [II: It will
not take this long IF YOU ARE USING
GAIANDRIANA(S).]
WHEN YOU FEEL BETTER,
YOU CAN SAFELY RESUME THE SUPPLEMENT
BY STARTING AT A LOW DOSE AND INCREASING THE INTAKE SLOWLY.
[II: If you don’t use Gairndriana then you might
well wish to try heavy doses of Vitamin C to bowel
tolerance and this may well be a regimen best done
under professional guidance.]
Other than the “die-off” detoxification effect among
some individuals, Olive Leaf Extract appears to crrute
no side effects.
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[END OF QUOTING]

NOW AVAILABLE
FROM
EW GAIA
--..60 TABS
$24.00
See t1asze35 for orderinp

information.
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been said that whoever cures the common cold will be
both rich and famous. Well, it hasn’t happened but we
So, what are our plans for the Olive Tree? Well, we have long since cured-the common cold and we are
have already started the planning for building a pro- neither rich nor famous.
duction operation in Greece and, perhaps, Italy where
Further, we know that calcium aenolate, a salt of
the proper type of Olives grow. We KNOW that they elenolic acid, isn’t just effective against viruses, but
grow well in Southern California; after all, Dharma bacteria and parasitic protozoans as well. Further, the
and E. J. had a whole orchard of them prior to moving product works well in LOW CONCENTRATIONS AND
to this location. They will also grow well, perhaps WITHOUT ANY HARMFUL INFLUENCE ON HOST
better even, in parts of Mexico, especially right across CELL MECHANISMS. It is extremely safe and nonthe border from the U.S. They probably will grow quite toxic, even at high doses. BUT READERS, in colloid
well in parts of South Africa if they are handled well for form-there
is no question of toxicity because anything
in coIIoid form can’t damage normal cells for the
they are a dry-place plant.
This is only a classified food item, supplement, and particulate is incapsulated in cells or fluid molecules,
it has no ill effects so it is quite safe in both use and and can’t get free to do anything until released and
production
AT THIS TIME. If the WHO (World utilized by the body.
I can’t offer more because we do not practice mediHealth Organization) can shut off your right to have
supplements, then you probably will cease to be able cine, pharmacy drugs or anything resembling same.
to get the product. However, I doubt you will have These products we offer are certainly safe in any form
olive oil removed from your use and an olive tree of “injectables” but we are not allowed to suggest any
has to have leaves-is this not so? So what would you such treatment beyond supplemental natural food items
do then?
The product
you are looking for are taken by mouth. I can’t even tell you to shove somephytochemicals or phytonutrients-meaning,
simply, thing up your nose or in your ear-much the less, your
rectum (which is one of the better modes of getting
Greek for plant (phyto). What you are SPECIFICALLY
looking for are oleuropein (pronounced oh-lee-or-ohmedications or supplements into the system). We have
to stick pretty much to under-the-tongue or some other
pin).
Even in your wondrous book of Revelation
this benign suggestion. You can do what you will with
“tree of life” is noted and is for “the heaiirrg of t&c anything we offer for everything we offer as our produotiowo”. And, readers as well as Dharma, ancient ucts ARE SAFE IN ANY MODE UTILIZED WITHYou
Egyptians were the first, historically, to put the olive OUT ANY POSSIBILITY OF “0VER”DOSING.
leaf to practical use. They regarded it as a symbol of simply cannot “overdose” on any of our colloid prodMoreover, in injection form as in use in
heavenly power and, in keeping with that belief, they ucts-period.
extracted its oil and used it to mummify their kinas. Mexico, you can’t overdose no matter how high the
Well, we have far better uses for LIFE doses have gone-WITH NO SPILLAGE IN ANY ORthan for DEATH processing.
Then as GAN-PERIOD.
This has been tested in the laboratories.
The body uses what is provided and needed and an:’
recently as 140 years ago (1854) came a
Pharmaceutical Journal carrying a report “sluff-off’ is in the same form given, colloidalizee
by one Daniel Hanbury and contained the particulate of miniscule size STILL encapsulated in
following simple healing recipe and you fluid molecules and is simply and harmlessly excreted.
may well wish to hang onto this in re- And no, the regulators really don’t know what, exactly,
sponse to your question about pulling to do about it. It becomes like banning PURE water.
supplements from your shelf access:
How do you regulate water?
THE CURE FOR CANCER, readers, has been
Boil a handful of leaves in a quart of around since cancers were diagnosed-BUT
THERE IS
NO MONEY IN CURED DISEASES. Hold it in your
water down to half its original volume.
Neither are they valuable as depopulation
Then administer
the liquid in the hearts.
amount of a wineglassful
every 3 or 4 methodologies. Plagues and famines depend on insipid
hours until the fever is cured.
humans to lay the foundation for depopulation via these
dastardly means of death and destruction.
Am I basically telling you that if you eat olive
Ifyou don’t have Olive Trees-try the
Oak leaves and acorn “holders” boiled leaves you may well survive without serious plagues?
together with a splash of olive oil added. Yep! Indeed I am! Especially if you toss in a few other
You might find olives are better, really, simple things. Remember that, for centuries past, such
for other things than Martinis. Ifyou add venereal diseases as syphilis were treated with gold,
a few drops of all (each) of your colloids to mercury and silver. However, until you had electricity,
each wineglass of liquid-WOWt
Follow it was impossible to colloidalize those metals and allow
that on with a “chaser” of Gaiandriana
for the safety of intake. Further, men didn’t realize
andAquaGaiaandyouhave“AmbroGaforthe
they could get “electricity” other than from the plug-in
Gods”,evenifittasteslikeot&&se.
in your wallboard.
Mankind is still quite primitive and moving backThis simple method, in italics above,
was extensively used in England for treat- wards all the time as a deliberate effort is made to keep
ing sick Britons returning from His or Her you shackled and enslaved. The technology available is
magnificent and massive but YOU DO NOT HAVE
Majesty’s tropical colonies.
I am constantly amazed at any Greek USE OF IT. Therefore, it is time to wake up and smell
or Italian complaining of high blood pres- the burned coffee and toast, readers, lest you not know
sure because oleuronein is one of the most YOU have alternatives to rolling over dead in abject
effective ingredienis in a compound pro- misery.
Good morning.
duced by the olive tree that makes it partitularly outstanding in treatment of high
blood oressure. The oleurooein oresent in 1I
I
the leaves also makes the-tree-LEAVES
YOU DO NOT HAVE
almost insect- and bacteria;proof.
This
TO JUSTIFY
YOUR
particular substance is also called elenolic
acid and that has always been recognized
PHYSICAL
EXISTENCE.
as an anti-bacterial substance.
YOUR EXISTENCE
IS
More common, however, is the fact
that this substance counteracts a variety
JUSTIFICATION
ENOUGH.
of viruses ASSOCIATED WITH THE
COMMON COLD OF HUMANS. It has

AbVANCED
OLIVE LEAF
EXTRACT

Y
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“IF you can PROVE that there was a ‘different’ 13th Amendment to your Constitution AND
cause the deceivers to confront it, you can clean
your Legislative Housrs and your Judicial Benches
of the lawyers who have brought your nation to
downfall. It seems a rather magnificent taskbut, yes, do-able! Will you do it? ” -HATONN
Some of the important topics covered are:
*Dr. Peter Beter
* “Payoffs” To Ron Brown?
*Conspirators
’ Hierarchy Excerpts
*Home Schooling & Emotional Trauma
*The 1993 Midwest Flood & Details Of
PLANNED Disasters
*The Devastation Caused By
Electromagnetic Attacks On U.S.
With “Woodpecker” Beam Zapping
*New Biological Warfare Programs
(INDEX INCLUDED)
I

In the se uence of events it becomes necessary
for MAJ to Jitpieces
and jots and tittles together-genera
rze and find the perfection
of
weavin
which produces
the perfect tapestry.
Our on f y intent IS to bring you resources, informotion, pieces and arts from which you can
confirm your own P rnding and knowing.
This
means a massive variety of “subjects” and only
partial readin s so that ou can o urther and
FIND TRUTh OF CII’&“MS#A!&ESA
ND
PLAYERS.
hfay your continued
“searching” befruitfulforyou
at the Harvest
Time.

I

RELATIVE CONNECTIONS
VOL 11

L
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Some topics discussed are:
*The 5 Elements Of Organic
Matter
*Bolshevism-*School
Issues
*NewYorkTrade Center Bombing
*The Pope Of Rome
lMODUtaiMhlThCAtIa
RELATIVE
CONNECTIONS
*Clinton’s Meteoric Rise
VOL. IV
* Censorship By Copyright
*The TRUTH Of How God
In forming any picture from the myriads ofpieces of
Creates
apicturepurzle-you
mustfirst sort the pieces. This
requires knowledge-in
TRUTH. Lies will not make
*Jews
Control
The Bolshevik
e picture whole-only
the presented fable. ONLY
in TRUTH canyou make heads andtails of the WAY
Government
In Russia
IT IS1 It is time to SEE and HEAR that which IS.
You cannof turn into the Spiritual journey unless
*Fundamentally, Judaism Is
you recognize that which has come about in your
Anti-Christian
physical expression and the limitations being increased as we speak-to
break the bonds, you must
*Is
The
Whole
Jewish Race TQ
emne to see God and the anti-God in futt reflection.
Be Condemned?
(#761
*More On Home-Schooling
*&.@of*
“300” commi#ee

SORTING
THE PIECES

CONNECTIONS
VOL.

“ ‘As a man thinketh-so he is!’ Well, Man’s
thoughts have digressed into destruction, greed,
war, immorality and heinous acts, one upon another. You need to understand what happens with
‘thoughts’: THOUGHTS ‘CREATE’-or destroythat is ALL THERE IS IN REALITY. Therefore,
you become, the nation becomes, and the planet
a MIRROR
REFLECTION
of
becomes,
-HATONN
THOUGHT!”

In the wondrous
manifestation
of physical expression
comes
the need
to “finally” understand
that which IS and that
which you ARE.
It is the coming
into
knowing
of the truth of your expression
and the ability
of your
manifestation
which
allows
the passage
on to higher
and greater expression
and experience. May
you walk ever in LIGHTfor
therein is ALL.

TRUTH
AND
CONSEQUENCES

I

“There have always been the ‘secret places of
the LION’ and the waiting at stand-by of the
‘Bird-Tribes’ in ‘winged chariots’. God would
not leave you destitute, but He will leave you in
ignorance, if that be your choice.”
-HATONN
A few of the important topics are:
*Vince Foster Suicide?
*Currency & Gold Standard
*Schwarzkonf Familv &
The Lindbergh Kidnapuing
*Jerry Spence Speech
*World’s Currency Destruction
*World’s Largest Treasure Hunt
*Home Schooling & Programs
*Demjanjuk- *Tavistock*US&P Case
*Ray RenicWSan Luis Obisbo County
(INDEX INCLUDED)

MYSTERIES
OF
RADIANCE
UNFOLDED

I

RELATIVE

MARCH 11, 1997

“Truth is Truth is Truth-and
A& IS
LIGHT. YOU and YOU are the manifested
thought focus of GOD, Who k LIGHT. GOD
IS LIGHT, which is ALL colors becoming ONE.
NOTHING is missing from the ‘whole’ and,
thus, ALL are part of the ONE Creator
-HATONN
Source-SPIRIT-GOD!”
Some of the important topics covered are:
*What Is CREATIONAND WHAT IS CREATOR?
*Who Are You? *What Are You?
*What Is Your Journey And Purpose?
*“Matter” Is Wave/“Matter” Is Light
*The “Photon Belt” Revisited
*Nikola Tesla
*22% Pronounced Dead Are Not!
*“Cold Light”
*Questioning “Laws & Theories”
(INDEX INCLUDED

RELATIVE
CONNECTIONS
VOL.

THE PHOENIX
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In living in ignorance,
the consequences
are
there-just
not correctly identified as such. You
pay either way-to theiie. Find Truth and uncover
the conspirators and their hierarchy andyou shall
begin to dissolve theirpower overyour experience.
Let us uncover again those who would be KINGS
over your destiny and the destiny of your world.
That is the FIRSTSTEP to FREEDOM! Truth is that
one thing that without it, you shall remain enslaved.
L
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New

Gaia Products

** SHIPPING 6 IHi4NDLlNCi RATES:
FOR THE REST OF
FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
CONTINENTAL USA
WY, NV
58.00
$9.00
: 10%:
57.00 I 10~::::
56.00
S 201-300
58.00
s10.00
0
201-300
-- -$11.00
29.00 s 301-400
s10.00 s 401-500
$12.00
$11 .oo S Sol-600
$13.00
S Sol:600

i zKi8

ALASRA 4 HAWAII PLEASECALL FOR SHlPPlNG RATES

itrect Address
State/Prov.

Z&y/Town

l!uuEi
l + For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
l I For Priority Mall to any locatlons, please call for rates.
l * All Foreign orders, please contact our offlce In wrltlng
for specific rates as rates vary great&.
+c When ordering cases of product call for shlpping rates.

Zip Code

Daytime Phone No.
Credit Card No, (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

Expiration Date

iignature For Credit Card Orders

I

I

k\‘$$

Item
GAlANDRw

Qty. Amount

16U
mu.

s 20.00
s 46.00

-KIT

--..-..-..-,
w.,UID

3iz

.v cvdo
s 40.00

6ULFWARSVNDBDME-w

1 war
38tem

s 6.50
$15.00

8 u.

6ocApsuLE8

U-Oxidant Formula
A-GEAR1
CHLDREUA
ECHINACEA 6DlD PLUS
BAIATRIM

6lNK6DBlU)BA,

8OM
EA.

SDTADLET3
-3oDmysrppiy

@--I

18OTOOTA8LEi2

OLIVELEAF
OLMYLEAFEXZRACT

_

8.50

$260.00

Pu
cAFF&ME,

each

. . . . . . . . ,. . . . . . .
$

f 24.95

%AlASPELT

BREAD MIX

(mwk-t~fww
(km

$24.50
s 35.00
$24.95
$24.00

3tCGAIASPELTFLOUR
WlmLE BRAIN

...

I

3.50

%Idt)

4 Ik. e Sl.PS/lb.

f

2.50

4 Ik. 0 Sl.?S/lb.

$

5.00

8 Ik. 8 $1.25/lb.

J

10.00

s
5.w
$ 12.50

PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE
1 Bottle 6alaadrlama (1 qt.)
1 Bottle AqmtMa (1 qt.)
2 Bottles 6alaLyle (2 Ntam each)
4 Plfr. Spelt Bread Mtx
6 Amdluasrellce

6AlAvll-E
-g?
6AlA6olD

-

Alidtwl6~

Siberwithiraaminaals&~Gofd
lluapcndcdin a fndlkd water fluid
-Gold

6AlADHEA
cdbad F-+-t-=
Colloidal Copper
1w29
Colloidal
ZYtanium
6AlA lb22
6AlALlR COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121*
OXWOL
Trace minerals& Colloidal Mvsr
suspended in

Hydrogen

Pea.
Pm.
18.2.

s 10.00

3Pa
Pm.
18 a
32

$96.00
t 20.00

a
2-

4-w-=

3kMlCROWATER ‘” ELECTROLVSIS

$56.00

6112.00

ALKALINE/ACIDIC

I$lOZ.OO

I

2.2.

~$10.00

[

2a

~$20.00

Pu

I$lO.OO

I $20.00

J 130.00

2Battk66al&te(2lk!#8ach)

s 10.00

VOR ITEX

WATER 8V8TEM

KIT

Cl 1oo.oi
f

8.0<)

I

Peroxide

USE THE SHIPPfB& RA(located on the top of this order form]
WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR &L New Gefa Products.
+k FOR PROQRAM
STARTING
PACRAGES
and MAINTENANCE
PACRAGES, BREAD MACBINR, BREAD PRODUCTS and MICROWATER
ELECTBOLYSIS
PLEASE CALL FOR SBIPPINQ
RATES.

-

make “1 checks lnd

z;zn
=

P.O. Box 27710
Las VegBs
UV 89126

SHIPPING 4 HANDLING

SUB TOTAL
SALES TAX

Nwada Residents only:

TOTAL EUCLOSEO

.....

15.00

$149.00

(FACTORYWEMlSHED/REFURBU3HED)

J2l.W

taoo

ALCOHOL,

3tGHITACHI (HBl 01) BREAD MACHINE

i 218.00

T

f4Rw

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK

; 22.00

180 TLLBLETS

8OoTml.ET8/~

1S

14aAVPAMmE PamMu

SUCROSE,
STARCH. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..I..............

s 6.00

fFIBRlNO-CARTILAGE)

PER UNlT

d~brpd0.e

-NEUTB&BDND
NICOTINE_

KOMBUCJiA TEABREEZE

. tAmount
II

PRICE

Item

UQUID

l-E

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGESAND MAINTENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.
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THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED 38. THE DARK CHARADE
THE
Phoenix
fournuts
AND HAVE BEEN 39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST
VOL. I
WRITTEN
TO ASSIST
MAN TO BECOME
AWARE OF LONG-STANDING
DECEPTIONS
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST
VOL. II
AND OTHER
MATTERS
CRITICAL
TO HIS
SURVIVAL
AS A SPECIES
AT THIS TIME. 41. THE DESTRUCT1oN
OF A
PLANET-ZIONISM
I.9 RACISM
SINGLE Journals ARE $6.00; ANY 4 Journals
ARE $5.50 EACH; 10 OR MORE Journals
ARE 42’ lJNHoLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
$5.00 EACH (Shipping extra - see right.)
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
l * These marked
Journals
are out of stock until
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
further
notice.
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
IMMANUEL,
I AM SANANDA
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
3. SPACE-GATE,
THE VEIL REMOVED
51. TANGLED WEBS V0L.W
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
“6
SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET FROM
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK
HELL
55. MARCHING TO ZION
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000
10. PRIVACY
IN A FISHBOWL
DIVINE PLAN VOLE
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO
l*12. CRUCIFIXION
OF THE PHOENIX
THE PIT OF FIRE
l * 13. SKELETONS
IN THE CLOSET
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUM** 14. RRPP-RAPE,
RAVAGE, PILLAGE AND
BEAT!
PLUNDER OF THE PHOENIX
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
l*lS. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION
61. PUPPY-DOG
TALES
+*16. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
+*17. THE NAKED PHOENIX
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
l*18. BLOOD AND ASHES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
++19. FIRESTORM
IN BABYLON
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
l*20. IHE MOSSAD CONNECTION
66. ULTIMATE
PSYCHOPOLITICS
21. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVHR!iE
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
22. PLBIABES CONNECTIONVOL I
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
69. TATTERED PAGES
l*23. BURNT OFFERINGS
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
**24. SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL
7 1. COALESCENCE
l*25. THE BITTER COMMUNION
72. CANDLELIGHT
‘+26. COUNTERFEIT
BLESSINGS THE
73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS
VOL.1
ANTI-CHRIST
BY ANY NAME: KHAZARS
27. PHOENIX OPERATOR-OWNER
MANUAL 74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE
UNFOLDED VOL. II
+‘28. OPERATION
SHANSTORM
l*29. END OF THE MASOUERADE
75.
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PLAYERS IN THE GAME
IRON TR4PAROUNDAMEIUCA
MARCHING TO ZOG
TRUTH FROM THE ZOO BOG
RUSSIAN ROULETTE
RETIREMENT RETREATS
POLITICAL
PSYCHOS
CHANGING
PERSPECTIVES
SHOCK
THERAPY
MISSING THE LIFEBOAT??
IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEh!
THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION
LEGION
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DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
Box 273S3
Nevrdr 89126

Post Office
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(or call)

l-800-800-.5666
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Discouer)

VISA,

90.

TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91. FOOTSTEPS
INTO
TRUTH
92. WALK A CROOKED
ROAD
WITH THE CROOKS
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND
OTHER PLAGUES
94. WINGING IT....

Phoenix Source
Distributors
SHIPPING
CHARGES:

95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
96.

HEAVE-HO

(Phase

Two)

97. HEAVE ‘EM OUT (Phase Three)
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER
LAND?
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN
CONSPIRACY
100. BUTTERFLIES,
XvIlND CONTROL-THE
RAZOR’S EDGE
101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND
CEMENT CHILDREN
102. SACRED WISDOM
103. CONFRONT
THE NOW
CREATE THE FUTURE
104. FIRST STEPS
105. AMERICA IN PERIL-AN
UNDERSTATEMENT!
107. RING AROUND THE ROSIR...
130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLEI R
“‘AND OTHER FORMS OF
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USA

(except Alaska & Hawall)

UPS-$3.75 1st title, $1 .W ea ad#l
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1 .OOea add’1
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1 .OOea add’1
AUSRA c HAWAII
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1 .OOea add’1
Rlorlty-$3.40 1st title, $1 .OOea add’1
Ups 2nd day-$9.00 1st title, $1 ea add’1
CANADA & MEXICO
Surface-13.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add’1
Alrbook64.50 1st title, 52.00 ea add’1

FOREIGN
Sutface-$3.00 1st title, $1 SO ea add’1
Alrbook-$8.00 per title estimate
(Please allow S-8 weeks for delivery
on all book orders)
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CONTACT,
Inc.
Post Office Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89126
Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by
phone to l-800-800-5565.
Subscription rates are: $30 for 13 issues
(US); $35 (Canada/Mexico); $40 (Foreign); or 26 issues for $60 (US);
$70 (Canada/Mexico); $80 (Foreign); or 52 issues for $110 (US); $120
(Canada/Mexico); $130 (Foreign). Subscribers: Expiration date ap-

pears on right side of mailing label.

l-800-800-5565

INFORMATION

89. FOCUS OF DEMONS

is published

SUBSCRIBE
TO
COlWTAC7’; CALL:
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Ouantitv Subscriutions: $95.00 for 10 copies of 13 issues (US); $125
for 25 copies of 13 issues(
$160 for50 copies of 13 issues (US); $275
for 100 copies of 13 issues (US); $190 for 10 copies of 26 issues (US);
or $1,100 for 100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS postpaid Continental
U.S. For Alaska, HI, Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or write for
shipping charges.
Single copies of back issues of CONTACT, THE PHOENIX LIBERA TOR or PHOENIX EXPRESS are $3 .OOeach, Quantity back issue
prices are as follows: 1st copy S3 .OO,each additional $0.45. Shipping
inchx&d,postpaidintheCont&ntalU.S.A. Alaska,Hawaii,Canada&Foreign
orderspleasecallorwritefbrquoteson
additionalshi@ngcharges.

805-822-0202
This is a service for our
dedicated readers. Today’s
Watch, telephone
hotline
carries the latest news and
comments from Commander
Hatonn’s most recent writings. This is our way of keeping u
informed about fastbreaking news and events.
The message machine will
answer after 2 rings if there
are any new messages for that
day, and after 4 rings if not.
Thus daily callers can hang up
after 2 rings and save toll
charges if no new message has
been recorded. If the hotline
does not answer your call then
that means that there is currently no hotline message.

